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News 
Sexual assault on the rise in 
Winona. 
See page 2 
Campus Forum 
How do you feel about a band on 
tuition? 
See page 5 
Sports 
Women's tennis team takes roar out 
of Cougars. 
See page 7 
INSIDE 
Reader believes Lawrence 
Lyman right on with opinion 
column. 
See pi W 
• 4 3 , 0 7 7 panels 
• 78,656 names 
*Measures 16 
football fields 
*Weighs 50 
tons 
Todd Martin/Photo Editor 
Senior Stacy Bubany, community health education major, reads off the names of the AIDS quilt 
following the opening ceremony Tuesday. 
Promoting disability awareness 
WSU club makes name in Winona community with Children's Fair 
By Anna L. Derocher 
Managing Editor 
Mike Adochio wears a hearing aid 
in his right ear — he lost 75 percent of 
his hearing in that ear by age three. He 
is completely deaf in his left ear. It is 
the only life he has known, but Adochio 
believes that doesn't make him any 
different than someone without a dis-
hbility. 
And that is what he is out to pro-
mote. 
"Having a disability doesn't pre-
vent me from doing what I want," 
Adochio said, "except maybe from 
being in the Navy or FBI." 
With little holding him back, 
Adochio realized he could be an active 
part of a new club at Winona State 
University — the Disabilities Aware-
ness Club. Adochio teamed up with 14 
other members to discuss and promote 
disability awareness. 
"My little philosophy is this .. . 
By Michelle Wolf 
News Editor 
Eighty panels, 10 squares, a life-
time of memories. 
Tuesday and today a small part of 
the AIDS Memorial Quilt is on display 
in the Fast Cafeteria in Kryzsko Com-
mons. 
Cindy Brown and Christa Erickson 
of the university's 
STD/HIV prevention 
project, helped orga-
nize the event. As 
part of their jobs, 
Brown and Erickson 
plan prevention pro-
grams for Winona 
Statt University stu-
dents Brown thought 
bringing part of the 
quilt to Winona State 
would act as a model 
for prevention. 
"I wanted some-
thing that was more 
powerful than hand-
ing cut condoms," Brown said. 
Brown wanted students, faculty and 
staff to recognize that AIDS is still out 
Everyone teaches differences than simi-
larities," Adochio said. "Why not fo-
cus on the similarities?" 
On Saturday, Adochio and the club 
will focus on the similarities while 
holding the "Children's Disability 
Awareness Fair: A 3-Ring Circus of 
Fun to Learn About Disability" out-
side the WSU Performing Arts Center 
from 10:30 a.m.-noon for parents and 
children in the Winona community. It 
will focus on the three rings of learn-
ing: disability and employment, dis-
ability and education and disability 
and recreation. 
Communications Studies professor 
Kelly Herold got the Disability Aware-
ness Club started at Winona State in 
October 1997, and recently the group 
became an official club in February of 
this year. 
Herold has taught at St. Olaf 
(Northfield, Minn.), Trident (Charles-
ton, S.C.), the University of Southern 
Mississippi and Iowa State University 
there, and it is increasing most rapidly 
in young women. 
Brown said displaying a portion of 
the quilt at WSU would be able to 
reach more people. 
"People have been streaming in all 
day," Brown said. 
Many of the panels were of people 
who died from AIDS in the Iowa area. 
Vivian Betts is a 
volunteer from the 
NAMES Project, the 
organization that 
handles the quilt and 
fund raising activi-
ties. She represents a 
branch from the Wa-
terloo/Cedar Falls, 
Iowa area. 
Betts is an attor-
ney who takes time 
to help out with the 
NAMES project. She 
calls herself a child 
of the '60s who was 
impacted by the Viet-
nam Memorial, and she sees a resem-
blance between the quilt and the Viet-
nam Memorial. 
My little philoso-
phy is this . . . Every-
one teaches differ-
ences than similari-
ties. Why not focus 
on the similarities? 
—Mike Adochio 
Disability Awareness 
Club member 
and has initiated similar clubs at each 
school. Each club dealt with getting 
faculty, administration and commu-
nity involvement through awareness. 
For Herold, disability awareness is 
close to his heart. His brother Kenny 
was in a truck-train accident 20 years 
Betts thinks the quilt is a good way 
to show that AIDS is everywhere and 
can happen to anyone. 
"It's important to humanize AIDS," 
Betts said. 
Each panel has a story, and each 
ago that left him a quadriplegic. So 
Herold recognizes the problems with 
lack of education about disabilities. 
As a professor, Herold sees the prob-
lems with unawareness, and that prob-
lem could get worse soon without 
groups like the Disability Awareness 
Club. 
"Soon, about 10 percent of the popu-
lation at WSU will have a disability," 
Herold said. "Statistics seem to show 
people with disabilities will become 
one of the largest or be the largest 
minority groups on campuses in the 
nation." 
Statistics state that in the mid '80s, 
3 percent of the college/university 
population had a disability. Today, that 
number has risen to 8 percent at 1/2 to 
I percent a year increase. By 2005, the 
disability population on the nation's 
campuses could be 10 percent or more. 
"We want to get awareness out that 
people with disabilities are coming to 
college," Herold said. "People with 
panel displays a brief personality pro-
file. Pictures, clothes, quotes and sig-
natures decorate most of the panels. 
One panel, that of a former Winona 
man, stood out more than the others. 
Jon, who died from AIDS, had red 
disabilities have been regarded nega-
tively by students, faculty and admin-
istration, not necessarily on this cam-
pus, but nation wide." 
Club president Emily Eichhorn has 
the same sentiments. 
"I'm just very excited about the 
club," she said. "It is an effective club 
on campus because it is so needed." 
Of the 15 regular members, only 
four have recognized disabilities. Two 
have learning disabilities, one is deaf 
and Adochio has a hearing loss disabil-
ity. 
"We are going to continue to grow," 
Herold said. "Any student, regardless 
if they have a disability or not, can 
join." 
Everyone is welcome to attend the 
"Disabilities Awareness Fair" on Sat-
urday. In case of bad weather, the fair 
will be held in Talbot Gymnasium in 
Memorial Hall. 
tulips and pennies scattered on his 
panel. Jon's mother, also from 
Winona, came to WSU Tuesday 
morning to place these items on his 
panel. 
See Quilt, page 3 
AIDS Quilt on 
display at WSU 
WSU senior elected as vice 
chair of state student senate 
Todd Martin/Photo Editor 
Seven year old Samantha Weaver's kite lifts into the air Friday at 
Lake Park. Weaver's aunt and uncle, Pennie and Fritz Stark, often 
take the children out to fly kites. 
Kurowski acts as 
liaison between 
WSU and state, 
represents students 
By Michelle Wolf 
News Editor 
Senior Michael Kurowski has been 
chosen by The Minnesota State Uni-
versity Student Association Board of 
Directors to serve as the MSUSA state 
vice chair for the 1998-99 academic 
year. 
"It is a big honor, and it looks good 
on a resume," Kurowski said. 
Elections for the position of state 
chair and vice chair were held early 
April during the annual MSUSA Del-
egate Assembly in Bloomington, Minn. 
Kurowski was elected by a board 
consisting of student body presidents 
from the seven state colleges in Min-
nesota. 
Kurowski will perform the duties 
of the state chair in his absence, super-
vise the coordinators of the MSUSA 
committees and chair the MSUSA 
Penny Fellowship Advisory Board. 
Kurowski will be in charge of all 
the state committes. 
Not pleased about the direction the 
WSU senate was heading, Kurowski 
decided to run and put his talents to use 
at the state level. 
"It's something I wanted," 
Kurowski said. 
Kurowski and Tony Rust, elected 
as the MSUSA chair, represent over 
100,000 students in the seven 
MInnesota state colleges. 
Rust, a senior at Southwest State 
University, has the job of representing 
the state senate to the Minnesota State 
Colleges and Universities. 
Kurowski said he will go up to St. 
Paul about once a week, but he can do 
a lot of work for MSUSA here in 
Winona. 
A political science and psychology 
major, Kurowski has been involved 
with the MSUSA and the WSU Stu-
dent Association. Currently, he is the 
WSUSA Legislative Affairs Chair. 
Kurowski's term begins on July 1. 
MSUSA is a non-profit student ad-
vocacy organization that represents stu-
dents attending the state universities in 
Minnesota. 
GG 
It is a big honor, 
and it looks good on a 
resume. 
-Michael Kurowski 
19 
National 
act to play 
at WSU 
By Anna L. Derocher 
Managing Editor 
There is a rumor going around 
campus — that the Violent 
Femmes concert Saturday at 
McCown Field House sponsored 
by Winona State University's 
UPAC is sold out — the rumor is 
simply not true. 
But IJPAC advisor Joe Reed 
hopes the rumor becomes a reality 
by Saturday's 7:30 p.m. show. 
There are still approximately 1,000 
tickets remaining — 3,000 tickets 
sold would make McCown a full 
house. 
Just getting to the concert date 
has been a hassle for those in-
volved with UPAC. The organi-
zation originally tried to book the 
Mighty Mighty Bosstones, but 
because the band considered the 
hottest among the college crowd, 
their agents raised the asking price. 
This led Reed and UPAC mem-
bers to look into getting the Vio-
lent Femmes, the Milwaukee 
based band. 
"It's not easy getting bands," 
Reed said. "It's a timing thing .. . 
to get the bands while they are on 
their routes ... it is basically a time 
and money thing." 
Winona State has played host 
to other popular bands — the Goo 
Goo Dolls and BoDeans the fall of 
1996, the Freddy Jones Band and 
Joan Jett 10 years ago. 
The Violent Femmes practice 
a formula of acoustic guitar, bass 
and drums was unplugged before 
it became hip and commercial. 
They were spotted by the late 
James Honeyman Scott of The 
Pretenders in front of the theater 
in which they were performing. 
They soon opened for The Pre-
tenders and that started it all for 
the Femmes. 
"Blister In The Sun," debuted 
in 1982 launching the group's ca-
reer and giving them national sta-
tus. 
Other songs like "Kiss Off' 
and "Add It Up" just added to 
their success. 
Fifteen years and eight albums 
later, Gordon Gano, Brian Ritchie 
and Guy Hoffman make up the 
band. Hoffman an original mem-
ber of the BoDeans replaced Vic-
tor DeLorenzo, the original drum-
mer in 1993. 
"We haven't changed so much 
as we've expanded. We started 
out with a certain idea, which we 
still have the nucleus of our 
sound," Ritchie said. "But around 
that we've gathered a lot of new 
ideas. Some of them are musically 
steps forward, some of them are 
steps even more primitive than we 
were in the first place." 
Currently, the band is working 
on the ninth LP. They have re-
recorded "Blister In The Sun" for 
the April 1997 film Grosse Pointe 
Blank and the London Records 
soundtrack album. That 
soundtrack also features "Blister 
2000," a new, saxophone-
drenched version of "Blister In 
The Sun." 
"There's something about our 
stage presence that allows people 
to feel uninhibited," Hoffman said. 
"As long as fans are willing to 
keep their ears open to new 
Femmes music, the band will be 
See Femmes, page 2 
By Grace Ling 
Staff Writer 
While innovative policing, coupled 
with community involvement, took a 
chunk out of violent crimes, the fig-
ures for sexual assault are still on the 
rise. Meanwhile, silence in regard to 
why this is happening is absolutely 
deafening, given those feel-good sto-
ries with which the nation's new out-
lets have been bombarding their read-
ers and viewers for years. 
More cops on the streets may pre-
vent some rapes by strangers, but what 
if the vast majority of assaults occur in 
homes and other private spaces? At-
tacking general felonies is not going to 
affect the mentality of sexual offend-
ers—a fusion of sexuality and aggres- 
sion? These, along with the disillusion 
of the criminal justice system, may 
account for the fact that sexual assaults 
tend to he undercounted, and little 
change has been seen over the past 20 
years. Moreover, attitudes toward 
sexual assault oftentimes reveal the 
minefield of ambiguities about 
women's sexual freedom and their right 
to draw the line in consensual sex, 
which tends to aggravate the problem 
in terms of "double standard." 
Therefore, changes require a differ-
ent approach—something systemic and 
much deeper—that for sure goes be-
yond police and prosecutors. This in 
turn calls for long-term sustained ef-
fort that could not exist without gener-
ous support and commitment from 
people who are willing to lend their 
talents, time and resources to make a 
difference in their community. 
Here in Winona the Women's Re-
source Center functions to create a 
reality which recognizes the equality 
of women in all aspects of life, includ-
ing economic independence, freedom 
from violence and equal access to the 
political process. It is the only organi-
zation in Winona County designed spe-
cifically to assist adult victims of sexual 
assault and battering. 
April is Sexual Assault Awareness 
Month, and a consciousness-raising 
event named Survivor's Vigil will be 
held the last Thursday this month. As 
part of the massive educational pro-
gram, this night will be dedicated to 
remembering, empowering and aid-
ing survivors in the healing process 
when common concern about oppress 
sion and violence is shared in a safe 
environment. 
After all, the women are almost 
always the ones being offended. If 
they do not take control of their own 
safety, who will? From taking back the 
night and the streets to claiming public 
spaces for women in defiance of viola-
tors, the practice of early feminist ac-
tivists has moved into legal reform and 
clinical research today. Once enough 
information is provided and accepted, 
it is time to entertain the notion that 
sexual assault is a social ill like so 
many others that can be, if not entirely 
cured, reduced to a rarity. 
Continued from page 1 
willing to go out on the limbs it re-
quires." 
The Femmes also appeared as spe-
cial guests on the '96 Lollapalooza 
concert tour. They continue to tour as a 
headliner at theaters, colleges and out-
door festivals. 
Tickets are still available at Face the 
Music in Winona, the UPAC office, 
and at the door. Tickets are $15. 
The Violent Femmes also play in 
Marquette Mich. on Friday, and will 
hit the University of Wisconsin-Stout. 
School & Community Health EduCation 
Browning Scholarship- $1,000 
McCown Scholarship- $300 
Exercise Science 
Miller Scholarship- $500 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
FROM THE DEPT. OF 
HEALTH & HUMAN PERFORMANCE 
For more information call 457-2600 
-or- 
Pick-up application in Memorial 122 
Deadline for Application and Essay: 
Friday, April 17, 1998 
Answer to Last Week's Question: 
The exact number of former students who have died of 
AIDS or a related illness is not definite, but there are 
six known cases. 
*Answer will be posted in next week's edition. 
You can see the AID Quilt today 
in the East Cafe from 10-3! Don't miss 
your chance to see it! 
Earth Day display on April 	There will 
be informational materials available, as 
well as condoms! Stop by and visit our 
table in the lower hyphen! 
Questions or Concerns? Call Christy or Cindy at the 
W5U STD/HIV Prevention Project at 
457-2456, or stop by the office located by the 
Smaug in Kryzsko Commons. 
Office hours: M/W/F: 11:30-3pm T/Th: 12-2pm 
*If interested in volunteering for the AIDS Quilt, 
please contact us. 
UPAC Presents 
Violent Femmes 
With Special Guest Polara 
AT WSU McCown Fieldhouse 
Tickets are STILL on sole for Tickets: $15 
Concert: 7:30 p.m. 
Ticket will be sold in UPAC Office checks and cash 
Credit card orders call the La Crosse Center at (608) 789-4950 
Questions and for more info., call UPAC (507) 457-5315 
Question of the 
Week: 
What is the most 
common 5TD in the 
Winona area? 
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News Briefs 
Commencement 
Commencement will be held on Saturday, May 30, in McCown 
Gymnasium of Memorial Hall. Students who obtain approval for 
graduation will be sent additional information concerning the 
details of graduation at a later date. 
Women's History Month 
Winona State University's Woman's Studies Program is 
celebrating Women's History Month through April 19. Following is 
the schedule for the rest of the month: 
Wednesday, April 15: "Sowing Peace and Friendship," 
Nicaraguan activists lecture, 7:30 p.m. in Stark Auditorium 
Sunday, April 19: "Creating and Walking New Paths," 2 
p.m. in the Winona Arts Center (5th and Franklin Streets) 
Student Senate Elections 
Applications are now available in the Student Senate Office. 
For Senator positions, applications are due April 22 at 4 p.m. 
UPAC 
The Violent Femmes are coming to Winona State University on 
Saturday, April 18 at 7:30 p.m. in McCown Fieldhouse. The 
opening act is "Polara," a Twin-Cities group that released its third 
album. 
Tickets are $15 each and are available from the UPAC office in 
the Student Union or by calling the UPAC office at 457-5315. 
Tickets are also available at Face the Music in La Crosse, Winona 
and Rochester or by calling the La Crosse Center ticket office at 
608-789-4950. 
Technology Exchange Series 
Winona State University is hosting a Technology Exchange 
Series in April and May, bringing guest scholars from other 
universities to explore and share innovative uses of technology in 
higher education. 
A Technology Fair will be on Friday, April 17, from noon-3 p.m. 
in Dining Room C-D of Kryzsko Commons. Winona State faculty 
members will demonstrate how technology will be implemented in 
their curricula. 
Health and Human Performance Scholarships 
The applications for the School and Community Health Educa-
tion, School and Community Health Education or Physical Educa-
tion and Exercise Science scholarships are available in the 
Department of Physical Education and Recreation Office in 
Memorial 122 through Tuesday, April 21. Students must be juniors 
or seniors in the fall of 1998 and have a good academic standing. 
Completed applications muct be returned by Wednesday, April 22. 
Lyceum Series 
Drs. Gay and Kathlyn Hendricks will be talking on "The Con-
scious Heart: Relationships in the 21st Century" on Thursday, April 
16. The talk will be held in the Performing Arts Center on the main 
stage at 7 p.m. 
The Hendricks are published authors and experienced lecture 
leaders and will address the three paths that inspire "the creative 
unfoldment of essence": the path of integrity, the path of equality 
and the path of appreciation. 
The lecture is free and open to the public. 
As part of their visit to Winona State, the Hendricks will also 
lead an afternoon "Care for the Caregiver" workshop on April 16, 
which is designed especially for health care providers. The work-
shop is also free but space is limited. Contact Stephen Kilkus of 
the WSU Nursing Department at 457-5498 to register or for more 
information. 
American Sign Language Club 
The ASL club is sponsoring the 5th annual John McCutcheon 
concert on April 24 at 7 p.m. in Somsen Auditorium. McCutcheon 
is a folk singer skilled in the banjo, guitar, fiddle, autoharp, moun-
tain dulcimer and jaw harp. The concert will also feature his sister 
Patty McCutcheon, a Winona State University Sign Language 
Coordinator, who will be interpreting the songs. 
Tickets are $11 for general admission and $6 for senior citi-
zens, children under 12 and students with a WSU ID. Tickets are 
on sale now in the ASL club office in the Lower Hyphen of 
Kryzsko Commons. To reserve tickets to be picked up at the show 
or for more information, call 457-2430 (voice) or 457-2431 (TTY). 
Disability Awareness Club fair 
The Winona State University Disability Awareness Club is 
sponsoring a "Children's Awareness Fair: A 3-Ring Circus of Fun 
to Learn About Disability." It will be held Saturday, April 18 from 
10:30 a.m.-noon in front of the WSU Performing Arts Center. The 
children's fair is open to anyone and is free of charge. A variety of 
activities will accompany the three rings of learning: disability and 
employment, disability and education and disability and recreation. 
In case of bad weather, the event will be held in Talbot Gymna-
sium of Memorial Hall. 
Day of Percussion 
Winona State University Music Department and the Minnesota 
Chapter of Percussive Arts Society present a Day of Percussion in 
Winona State's Performing Arts Center on Saturday, April 18 from 
8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Admission for the day is $5 and is free to PAS 
members. There will be three clinicians for the day: Sowah 
Mensah, Micheal Varner and Leigh Howard Stevens. In addition to 
the clinicians, several percussion ensembles will perform. For 
more information, contact the WSU Music Department at 457-
5250. 
Lyceum Speaker 
Dr. Noam Chomsky, a nationally-known expert on linguistics 
and U.S. foreign policy and international affairs, will be holding two 
talks next week. The first, on Sunday, April 19 at 6:30 p.m. in 
Somsen Auditorium, is entitled "Market Democracy: Doctrines and 
Reality." The second talk, on Monday, April 20 at 11 a.m. on the 
main stage of the Performing Arts Center, is entitled "New Hori-
zons in the Study of Language." Both events are free and open to 
the public. 
National Poetry Month 
Winona State University is sponsoring two events in April in 
celebration of National Poetry Month. "Performing Poetry" on April 
22 at 7 p.m. features the University's forensics program. "A 
Potpourri of Poets" on April 29 at 7 p.m. features local and area 
poets, reading their original works. Both events will be held in the 
Performing Arts Center Recital Hall and are free and open to the 
public. 
I 157 Main Street 
Winona L 452-2033 
Hospital Sterilization 
Thousands of designs to choose from 
or bring your own! 
Body piercing full time! 
Over 23 years of experience 
Must be 18 yrs of age or parent present 
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Look at These Great 
New Army Offers 
• $40,000 for College 
When you enlist and become eli-
gible for a certain skill, you could 
qualify for the Montgomery G.I. Bill 
plus the Army College Fund. That 
means you could earn up to 
$40,000 for college during a four-
year enlistment. 
• $65,000 in Student 
Loans Repaid 
If you're stuck with a student loan 
that's not in default, the Army might 
pay it off – up to $65,000! If you 
qualify, we'll reduce your debt by 
1/3rd for each year you serve. 
• $12,000 Cash Bonuses 
If you qualify and volunteer to 
serve in one of the Army's top-
priority occupational skills, you 
could receive a cash bonus of up to 
$12,000! 
Find out more about these and 
other Army benefits. Talk to your 
local Army recruiter today. 
Call: 288-1609 in Rochester 
or visit us on the web 
ARMY. 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
www.goarmy.com 
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cos Ac is 
F or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax- 
deferred annuities that can help you build additional 
assets—money that can make the difference between 
living and living trill in retirement. 
Contributions to SRAs are conveniently deducted 
from your salary on a pretax basis. The result? More 
money invested. Fewer taxes now. And since investment 
earnings are tax deferred until you receive them as 
income, the money you don't send to Washington can 
work even harder for you. 
What else do SRAs offer? A full range of investment 
choices, a helpful loan feature, and the financial expertise 
of TIAA-CREF, the world's largest retirement system.° 
Now More Ways to Meet Your Goals 
Today TIAA-CREF can help you meet even more 
of your financial objectives, with IRAs, mutual funds, 
and more. We'll help you select the solutions that suit 
your needs. Visit your benefits office or call us at 
1 800 842-2776 to learn more. 
Do it today—it couldn't hurt. 
Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org  
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it.' 
°Based on asset; under management. 
TlAA-CREI' Individual and Institution4I Services distributes CREF iertilicates and ;mere,. in the TIAA Real Estate Account. For more complete information. 
including charges and expense, call 1800 842-2733, ext. 5509, for i he prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invest or send money. 	 2/98 
Betts said the pennies were placed 
on the panel because Jon used to fight 
with his brothers over pennies. 
Jon's panel and another of a Winona 
man were specially shipped to be on 
display at WSU. 
Another two quilts, those of the 
Goedken's family, brings a sad story of 
the AIDS virus. The Goedken's have 
had 18 deaths in their family from 
AIDS because of blood transfusions. 
The Goedken's are hemophiliacs. 
"It's really emotional," Brown said. 
An opening ceremony was held 
Tuesday morning. President Darrell 
Krueger and Winona Mayor Jerry 
Miller were present for the ceremony. 
Ed Kingsely, who was diagnosed 
HIV positive, spoke at the ceremony. 
Kingsley' s brother, a former WSU stu-
dent, died from AIDS and is displayed 
on the quilt 
A table in the East Cafeteria listed 
six names of former WSU students 
who were known to have died from 
AIDS. 
The entire quilt has been on display 
twice in Washington, once in 1988 
and again in 1996. In 1996, the quilt 
stretched a full mile from the Wash-
ington Monument to the Capitol. 
Squares of the quilt, which are made 
out of eight panels (names), are kept in 
big garbage bags and stored at differ-
ent headquarters around the country. 
The quilt is now up to 40,000 pan-
els, and members of the NAMES 
Project are looking for a place to store 
the quilt. 
PHOTO PLUS 
FREE DOUBLES 
w/ Coupon 
3x5 -or- 4x6 
I On single roll processing. I 
FREE 5X7 
w/ Coupon & 
3x5 -or- 4x6 
Film processing. 
Expires May 2"°, 1998 	Expires May 2'd, 1998 
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Associated Press 
NEW SCANDIA, Minn.—To prepare himself to be an overseer of award-
winning goats, Vince Maefsky moved from Brooklyn, N.Y., majored in philoso-
phy and studied for the priesthood. 
"I might just as easily have ended up as a shepherd of men," Maefsky said. 
"But I joined the back-to-the-land movement in the late 1960s and became a 
herder of goats instead." 
Actually, he's the keeper of more than 800 goats, two horses, two dogs and 
two cats on his 120-acre Poplar Hill Farm in New Scandia, 30 miles northeast of 
St. Paul. It's the biggest goat farm in Minnesota. 
Maefsky and his wife, Christine, who is coordinator of the gifted and talented 
programs for the Minneapolis Public Schools, received the New Agricultural 
Initiative Award this winter from the University of Minnesota for outstanding 
contributions to alternative agricultural ventures. 
It's a farming success story in what might seem an unlikely place—Minnesota's 
fastest-growing county. 
But urbanization hasn't reached every corner of Washington County yet. 
There are 350 to 400 active farms in the county, according to the Minnesota 
Extension Service. 
Maefsky, however, said the exhilarating part is the end of a trip, when he can 
return to his barn at 4 a.m. to milk as many as 450 goats on any given day. 
"It was a logical progression for me—from majoring in philosophy and 
studying for the priesthood to moving to the country to tend to goats," he said. 
"That finally gave my life the earthiness that it needed, and it sure beat sitting 
behind a desk and pushing papers all day." 
"Our initial intent was to breed cows," Maefsky said. "But a friend from the 
Bronx called and told us about the merits of goats' milk and how good the manure 
was for growing gardens. 
"We started with six goats," Maefsky said, "and the herd keeps getting bigger 
and bigger. We now have three full-time and three part-time employees to help 
us with the chores." 
Last year, the herd produced 60,000 gallons of milk, packaged under the 
Poplar Hill Farm label and sold in Twin Cities supermarkets. Also, goats' milk 
is turned into cheese at the Bass Lake Cheese Factory near Somerset, Wis. 
Line ups starting Friday 4/17 
Movie Hotline: 452-4172 
TITANIC-- PG 13 
sat/sun 12:30 4:15 
M-F 4:15 eve 8:00 
GOOD WILL HUNTING--R 
eve 9:30 
(
MAJOR LEAGUE III 
sat/sun 1:00 3:00 5:00 
M-F 5:00 eve 7:00 9:00 
C OBJECT OF MY ... AFFECTION--R sat/sun 12:30 2:45 5:00 M-F 5:00 eve 7:15 9:30 .  
ODD COUPLE II--PG 13 
sat/sun 1:10 3:10 5:10 
M-F 5:10 eve 7:10 9:10 
C GREASE--PG sat/sun 12:40 2:50 5:00 M-F 5:00 eve 7:15 
I 
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MERCURY RISING--R 
sat/sun 3:00 eve 7:00 
CITY OF 
ANGELS-PG-13 
fri-mon 12:40 2:50 5:00 
\... M-F 5:00 eve 7:15 9:30  
(
SPECIES 2--R 
sat/sun 1:00 M-F 5:00 eve 9:15 
SANBORN, Minn.—Puffy, the 
sixth-grade class rat, will be one of the 
few familiar sights to greet Comfrey 
School students when they return to 
classes Monday in a new building. 
Many students lost both school and 
home in a powerful twister two weeks 
ago. 
At an open house Saturday in the 
former Sanborn school that is now 
their temporary school, Comfrey stu-
dents spotted Puffy's box, neatly pad-
ded with straw for his return on Mon-
day. Puffy was spared when the roof 
collapsed on top of their classroom. 
"That's the only thing they are 
talking about," sixth-grade teacher Jon 
Hogenson said. 
The tornado was part of a storm 
system that brought death and destruc-
tion March 29 to southern Minnesota, 
damaging 80 percent of the homes and 
100 percent of the businesses in Com-
frey, a town of about 450. 
Most students said they liked the 
new building but missed their own 
school. 
"A few are still struggling to accept 
it," Hogenson said. "They'll be af-
fected for months. 
"It varies. Some are quite bubbly, 
some are apprehensive. One girl 
doesn't like it when it rains anymore." 
The school counselor and local 
clergy will be on hand this week for 
students who may need help adjusting. 
Superintendent Bob Meyer is grate-
ful for the use of the Sanborn school. 
"Our students have each other. Staff 
and students will stay together. I don't 
think we'll have a problem," Meyer 
said. 
Apart from a need for a good clean-
ing, the building is in very good shape 
since standing empty after the Sanborn 
school consolidated with two others 
last year, Meyer said. 
Continued from page 1: 
Brown said the members figure the 
quilt has already served its purpose, , 
and they are thinking about retiring the 
quilt because it has become expensive 
to moye around the country. 
NAMES Project members are talk-' 
ing about finding a warehouse for the 
quilt in an Francisco, where the quilt 
originated..  
Brown ordered a car load of squares 
for the WSU display, which cost about 
$1,000. Sixteen semi-trucks were used 
for the Washington display in 1996. 
Class pet 
welcomes 
students 
Associated Press 
Man finds profit, peace Quilt 
in herding, owning goats 
Little CaesarsoPizza HOME BEVERAGE 
SPRING SPECIALS 1201 Gilmore A. Winona Mall 452-8752 
I 
Bacardi Limon 
$10H750 ml 
Seagrams Coolers 
2 for $6 22 
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T hroughout life, especially in the classroom, we, as students and as relentless seekers of knowledge, are expected to know and have 
available for instant recall the definitions of thou-
sands–even millions–of words. We often come to 
familiarize ourselves with words and their meanings by rote and constant 
repetition through reading and writing. Certain words just seem to make their way 
into our daily vocabulary, while others that are more difficult to assign a concrete 
definition to are adopted through experience. For example, it is likely that, as 
young children, we easily learned the definition of "hot" after touching a primed 
stove and likewise that of "fuzzy" after petting a pet dog or cat. Because these 
types of words represent fairly abstract ideas, it is exceedingly more important for 
one to be able to grasp the concepts they portray. And this comprehension can 
indeed be attained . . . as long as there are opportunities to do so. 
If someone, most likely a professor, were to ask for the definition of "creativ-
ity," it's probable the majority of students would have a hard time explaining it 
and coming up with a concrete answer. Some people may label others "creative" 
because of their appearance; others may judge creativity by people's use of 
spoken and written language; a dictionary defines creativity as "artistic or 
intellectual inventiveness." It is a difficult word to define not only because it's one 
of those words, but also because it has honestly been quite a while since a lot of 
us have been required to utilize it in the classroom. In my opinion, the definition 
of the word is of secondary importance when compared to how and when it is used. 
Nouns such as "challenge" and "creativity" are seemingly becoming more and 
more foreign to students as new generations are rushed into American schools. To 
my knowledge, these words, and those similar to them, survive the frequent 
revision and scrupulous editing process of big name dictionary editors. The words 
and concepts still exist; we are just not given sufficient opportunities or exposure 
to be able to recognize and use them regularly. 
This was cei tainly more evident in high school but is still present in higher 
education classrooms like those here at Winona State University. Here at WSU, 
creativity, in a form most of us are familiar with, is often found within the music, 
art and theatre departments. It can be found in various clubs sponsored by different 
groups and organizations and should be found in every classroom. 
Students aren't really given the chance to be as creative as they are capable of 
being. In order to be challenged during an academic term, week or day, our brains 
need to be both intellectually and artistically stimulated. When giving certain 
assignments, most professors encourage their students to display this elusive 
quality called creativity, yet most of the assignments, projects or papers we are 
assigned don't allow us to achieve this. 
All too often, assignments are graded and assessed on the basis of aesthetic 
appeal and "creative" visual presentation. In my opinion, the meaning and content 
of students' work should be the primary factors in determining creativity–not how 
they are presented. In essence, unless a project is for a class that is specifically 
based on visual appeal and design, how something is presented tells another very 
little about the students' views, beliefs and individual opinions. Typically, 
presentations and the like that are spiffed up with colorful and aesthetically 
pleasing visuals are considered more creative than those with quality content, 
relevant support and clever conclusions, consequently placing intellectual prow-
ess on the back burner. 
When dealing with the medium of art, it's likely a lot of people think that, in 
order to judge a painting for its creativity, one must look at what colors the artist 
used, what materials he used and what the painting looks like. This may be true, 
but it doesn't necessarily have to be. Instead of looking at what the artist does, it 
would be beneficial to society and to critics to consider the how of it–how the artist 
used his chosen colors, how he used his materials and a possible reason as to why 
the artist may have created his painting. Intelligence and creativity have a very 
unique relationship; without one, the other suffers greatly. 
Likewise, because many people categorize music as a form of art, one should 
definitely consider playing an instrument to be an act involving extreme creativ-
ity–but not because of what a musician plays. A person who can read notes can 
play them. Many musicians use their instrument to transform their feelings into 
sounds, so how they play is a better and more accurate determinant of creativity 
rather than what they play. 
This may seem like an overwhelming concept. And it is because it is so 
powerful. Because college is the place where we are supposed to develop our own 
identities and opinions in addition to "finding ourselves," it is important to 
discover and unleash what true creativity we indeed possess. Creativity starts in 
the brain, or rather in the imagination. Everyone has the ability to be creative. . . 
some people may have simply not found it yet. 
What can we do about child abuse? 
W hen someone mentions that a child is being abused, we often think of 
the child being physical or sexually 
abused, as do many other people. Yet these are not the only two types of abuse that 
could happen to a child. 
Children can be mentally abused as well. Telling a child they are no good or 
they are not worth anything can cause serious harm to the child's self-esteem. If 
a child is continuously told that they are nothing and that no matter what the do, 
they will never be good enough, they will begin to believe it. They may even start 
thinking and acting in such a way that will bring about more criticism from his or 
her parents 
One way to prevent child abuse is by reporting it to the police. If this does not 
work, try to talk with the child and help him or her through the situation. Helping 
the child to realize that there is some way to stop the abuse will be very beneficial. 
If the child comes to realize that abuse is not natural, he or she may be more 
inclined to seek help. 
Getting the family to a counselor could also be very beneficial. This could be 
a way to get to the bottom of why the child is being abused. From here, more steps 
can be taken to further prevent the abuse. 
Removing the child is not always the most appropriate way to stop the abuse. 
For the time being, the child may be safe, but if no evidence is found that the child 
is being abused he or she will most likely be sent back to his or her home. This in 
turn may cause the abuse to get worse. The child may be told that what he or she 
gets is what he or she deserves. Or the child may not realize it if for his or her own 
'good, and because he or she is disobedient, hitting is the only way to keep him or 
her in line. 
When we see a child being abused, we definitely should not just turn our heads. 
,Children can not look out for themselves, so we, as a society need to look out for 
them. 
We need to look out for these children and help the parents realize there are 
more appropriate ways to discipline their children. Getting counseling for the 
family and removing the child from the situation temporarily may be the best bet. 
Permanent removal of the child may be necessary if the abuse is severe. 
I:-  you or someone you know suspects that an innocent, defenseless child is 
being abused, please, contact the local police department, the Women's Resource 
Center or the Department of Human Services. 
Lauren Osborne 
News Editor 
Amy Derouin & Christina Reckner 
Psychology 
Guest Editorialists 
Digital salad, anyone? Lyman, right on 
Dear Editor, 
Lawrence Lyman was on the money in his column on April 1. The two topics 
he hit were Laptop U and administration wants vs. student needs. 
When I saw your front page on April 1, I couldn't believe it. A P150 MHz 
laptop (which was the intended PC model last I heard) for a total of $4,475? What 
a sham! Although the table did say the information was provided by Academic 
Affairs and was competitive at the time of publication, I have to wonder what the 
hell is going on. Just where are these prices quoted from? Because you or I can 
buy a name brand, top of the line, PI66 MMX, fully decked-out laptop for around 
$1,600. I priced it myself. 
Oh, but the software. An added $1,560 according to the chart. Ahem. How 
many computers have you seen for sale without software? None. Windows 95, 
word processor packages, fax software — it's all in there. All the student needs 
is Microsoft Word, which can be purchased at a student discount for $89 or $159 
for Microsoft Office 97. E -mail, Internet browsers — all free. 
The other printed prices were reasonable. So, tally this up: $1,700 for the 
machine, $89 for extra software, and $415 for extra stuff (warranty, case, 
insurance) and you have . . . $2,115. Throw in $100 for shipping and handling. 
Compare this total to the $4,475 figure printed in the paper. Also compare that 
he actual Laptop U price — $4,200. It is very clear that purchasing your own 
laptop and extras is far cheaper than paying $1,000 a year, even if you choose to 
buyout after three years. 
Which leads me to Mr. Lyman's other point - administration. Why did they 
give the Winonan this ridiculous information? Why does admin. insist on doing 
things their way, regardless of student opinion? I agree with Mr. Lyman, they just 
don't care. If the president has an idea that he thinks would make the university 
more famous (which is all I believe Laptop U is really designed to do right now), 
and if his supporters back him on it (luckily they were able to talk him out of the 
"Dome" idea), then so be it. And it is good. 
ARAMARK. Just another greedy corp. feeding off student availability. Why 
is a Snapple $1.10 here. when it is only $.90 at Yellowstone National Park, the 
largest outdoor tourist trap? Or why do they weigh salads? Because they can. 
Because no one will do anything about it. Whatever happened to the supposed 
competition in the Smaug'? You know, the Blimpy's rumor. Bah. Like ARAMARK 
would ever allow the administration to do that. As long as all the business players 
are happy, that's the end of it. What's that, the students aren't happy? Oh well, 
they'll rotate outta here in a few years anyway; they'll deal. 
That my friends, is my paranoid conspiracy for the week. Laugh it off, ignore 
it, be content . . . do whatever you will, but act on it. After all, "That's just what 
they want." 
Matt Del Vecchio 
Mass Communication 
Creativity becoming 
foreign to students 
it 
What do you think about 
a tuition band? 
The proposal to band tuition at Winona State University is very promising, and could end up being an advantage to the 
university. 
The proposal calls for a set tuition rate no matter how many credits a 
student is taking. The proposal would set the standard tuition rate at 15 
credits, so students who take more than 15 credits will essentially be 
receiving some free education. 
Conversely, the student who takes fewer than 15 credits will be 
penalized. While it is not necessarily fair for students who, for various 
reasons do not take at least 15 credits to be penalized, it is a proposal that 
will promote hard work, dilligence and leaving Winona State in four years 
or less. 
It is safe to say that most people will take a load of about 15 credits 
most semesters. Some students are able to find a little bit of room in their 
schedules to fit in an extra class every once in a while. Under the banded 
tuiton proposal, these extra classes students can fit in would be entirely 
free. 
Under banded tuition students, especially those who are paying for 
their own education, would be more encouraged to push themselves 
harder and challenge themselves by taking more classes. Currently the 
only benefit that students receive by taking more classes is the ability to 
graduate earlier. 
Under the banded tuition proposal students would not only be able to 
graduate earlier, but they would also be able to take some free classes. 
The advantages to taking additional classes are not limited to just 
graduating early. They also include receiving a broader education and 
learning skills such as perseverance and diligence. 
Students who take additional classes are exposed to more subject areas 
and different viewpoints within their own subject areas. Students are 
rarely at a disadvantage by having more experiences. They will also train 
themselves to be able to handle more work, which could really be a great 
advanrtage to them in the workforce. 
While it may be very financially advantageous to the people who 
decide to take a larger course load, it would be equally disadvantageous to 
the university if everybody took a larger course load. Ideally, some 
students would take less than 15 credits, some would take more than 15 
credits and most would take exactly 15 credits. 
This is a very good proposal, and I believe more students would take a 
larger class load rather than a smaller one. If this does happen, the 
university would lose money. They would essentially be giving away free 
education to a lot of people. 
Jeff Kocur 
Editor-At-Large 
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Who is there to look up to now? kg need a moment .. . Tibetan Tea 
I n such an intimidating world, it would be nice to know there are people out there to whom we 
can always look for guidance. The 
problem is, these people are becom-
ing fewer and fewer every day. 
All of our heroes are fading away, 
and finding replacements is tough. 
By now most of you should know 
about the whole Reggie White ordeal. 
So ihany people looked up to him as 
a hero, even if he does play for a 
crappy team. (Did you hear that? I 
think I just lost some readers. Damn 
cheese heads.) 
He was a great football player, an 
active minister, a spokesman for 
Campbell's Chunky Soup and an all-
around great man. Kids and adults 
alike fell in love with his efforts to be 
'Ipositive role model for America. 
Then he pulled what he pulled, 
thus reducing his hero status to 
another fallen icon. If you still don't 
know what he said, I'll give you a 
quick, quick summary. He placed 
some pretty sticky labels on some 
races in general and condemned all 
gays to hell. 
It isn't just him though. All of our 
heroes have been exposing their true, 
ugly nature. The people we look up 
to are following a growing trend of 
scr. , .'ing up. 
Everyone has some dirt on them, 
and as soon as that one speck of dust 
is discovered, our hero is fallen. We 
rake out drug addictions, assault 
charges and rapes — and so our 
heroes are no longer suitable role 
models. 
There is always the presidential 
potential of being a great role model. 
I mean, if you're the stinkin' presi-
dent of the free world, people should 
look up to you as a leader and a hero. 
We can't even do that anymore. Our 
president is a liar and a hormonally-
driven leader of nothing more than  
his own free willy. 
I think it's time we lower our 
standards as to what a hero should be. 
We can no longer count on one 
person to be a hero for a lifetime. 
They only exist in comic books and 
cartoons, if you're into that sort of 
thing. 
We need to stop looking for a 
perfect leader and start picking out 
those who might only be heroes for a 
brief time. And once their secret evils 
are discovered (because I'll bet that 
even the Pope has harassed a choir 
boy or two), we can move to the next 
person. 
Our heroes no longer have to 
perform great feats of courage and 
strength either. Just saving one 
person, even in the most obscure 
way, should classify one as a hero. 
No tights, no shoulder pads, not even 
a Campbell's soup endorsement. 
They can simply hold any quality that 
we value and for that alone we can 
look up to them. 
I had a roommate that saved four 
of us from certain anguish. The 
whole next day, we should have been 
in jail rather then puking in the toilet; 
he was a hero. 
Palo, Trump, Drew and myself 
were coming home from a late night 
excursion across the river. Man, were 
we loaded. Trump was our driver, but 
I can't remember if it was because he 
was the least drunk out of all of us, or 
if it was because he was so drunk that 
he claimed to be the least intoxicated. 
We went into the house for a few 
last beers and a pull or two out of a 
bottle of Cuervo. It began as simple 
rowdy behavior and calmed down 
some TV and conversation on 
everybody's own JFK theory. (And 
guess what; they all include the fact 
that he's dead. So what's the frickin' 
difference?) 
Somehow conversation shifted to 
Drew's new 12 gauge, and so he 
whips it out with pride and pleasure. 
He started bragging about how good 
a shot he was, so Trump challenges 
him by stating that Drew "didn't have 
the balls to shoot that street light." 
You must understand, a "You ain't 
got the balls" challenge in that house 
is sacred. I once witnessed Palo bite 
the head off our pet hamster "Barley" 
driven by those words alone. Honest  
to God, it was kind of crazy. 
So when Trump challenges him to 
shoot the street light out with his new 
Remington, the gun was practically 
loaded before the words rolled off his 
tongue. We lived in the blue house on 
the corner of Tenth and Main, not the 
busiest part of town, but too busy to 
get away with a shotgun blasting 
away in the middle of the night. 
We agreed that once it was done, 
we would all run to bed, and if 
anyone asked, we didn't see a thing. 
We all watched in complete silence 
and unusual darkness, waiting for the 
gigantic blast to break the night 
silence. 
Suddenly, with a fury and fire far 
worse than that of any shotgun, out 
bursts our roommate Arch wearing 
nothing but boxers and a rabid look 
of fury. 
"No guns and alcohol! No guns 
and alcohol! Gimmie the shotgun!" 
He ripped the weapon from 
Drew's hand and was back in his 
room before we knew what hap-
pened. But what had happened was 
that he saved our sorry drunken souls 
from jail time or worse. 
Arch, a 6-foot-3, hairy, stinky ape, 
had saved us from our own stupidity, 
and for that reason alone he became 
some odd kind of hero. 
We can't hope for much more than 
that anymore. There are too many 
people out there who are far too 
ready to tear down the ones we think 
are great. They make a living off of 
it. 
Somebody once told me that John 
Denver was his hero. He admitted 
that Denver's music kind of sucked, 
but since he always stayed true to his 
image and style, no matter what 
everybody else on the face of the 
Earth was doing, John Denver was 
worthy of admiration. 
So heroes don't have to be some 
kind of superior being. As long as 
they have at least some good quality, 
do at least one decent thing, it is 
reason enough to call them a hero. 
It's all we can ask for anymore. All 
the "real" heroes wear tights. 
(I was originally going to use this 
last small spot to warn you about the 
dangers of mixing alcohol, driving, 
guns and hamsters, but you're in 
college. I'm not your old man.) 
D o you remember back in high school when everyone was psyched up for the 
football games, volleyball games, 
school plays, Homecoming and 
special days? Well, if you can't tell, 
there isn't much school spirit around 
here. 
This fall, I didn't even know when 
Homecoming was. 
That's why this week I thought I 
would try to help bring some spirit to 
the spring activities. 
I went to Dancescape this year for 
the first time ever. The only reason I 
went was because I had some friends 
in the performance, and they asked 
me to come. It never would of 
occurred to me to go. Why not? I 
don't know honestly. 
I ran into a friend of mine who 
was going because she would get 
credit for a class if she went. So we 
bought tickets and went to the show. 
We had awesome seats, and it was 
cool to see people from my classes 
showing off their talent. I was 
impressed. 
After Dancescape we went back 
to my friend's house, and two rugby 
players were over hanging out. I had 
seen them at Dancescape and asked 
them if they went just because they 
would get credit for it. "No, we just 
went," Chad said. I thought that was 
cool, because Chad and Eric don't 
seem like the kind of guys who 
would go to performances on their 
own without the help of 10 extra 
credit points. That's what sort of 
sparked the idea of this week's 
article. 
Do I go to rugby games? No. Do I 
go to football games? No. Do I go to 
women's basketball games? No. I'm 
not a sports fan, but I figured it 
wouldn't kill me to start going to 
events and games. 
Everyone complains that there is 
nothing to do. So we drink the time 
away. Half the time I never know 
when stuff if going on. I told Mike, 
our sports editor at the Winonan, that 
I liked that he listed the events going 
on each week. Maybe that's why I 
don't go to games and events? I don't 
know when they are. (I have to blame 
somebody.) 
I considered going to the gambling 
night some group had put on this 
winter in the no-smoking Smaug, but 
that seemed stupid. I thought it would 
be full of freshmen. I had talked to 
people who went, and they said they 
had fun. I'm sure it was a good time. 
I love to gamble, and I wouldn't have 
even had to give up my own money. 
Did I think it was stupid maybe 
because there was no alcohol 
offered? Probably. 
When Gustavus was hit by the 
tornado a few weeks ago, I wanted to 
go on the clean-up trip, but I had 
other plans and couldn't go. I thought 
that would be an experience; I could 
have helped a community in need. 
Did you go? Did you consider going? 
I heard that so many people went to 
help, that some got sent home. This 
may be a rumor. 
This spring I have taken the time 
to attend events and games. Last 
Saturday I went to the baseball game. 
Warriors vs. UM-Morris. The men 
kicked Morris's ass. I sat in the 
bleachers right behind the catcher to 
insure I got the best view of the 
game. I admit, I don't know diddly 
about baseball, but it was a good 
time. 
There are a few upcoming events 
that I would like everyone to attend. 
The first one is sponsored by the 
Environmental Club; The Earth day 
celebration in the band shell at the 
lake on Wednesday April 22nd. I 
went last year and had a blast. If you 
don't think you'll have a good time, 
just go anyway. More than likely you 
will have a good time, and I bet you 
can run into at least one person you'll 
know. 
If anything you'll help support our 
Environmental Club. This club works 
really hard to help make our lives 
better. The Environmental Club runs  
off donations, so they will appreciate 
any cash you can donate. 
Another event is Peacefest. I'm 
not sure when it is, but I'll mention it 
the week before. Last year, we called 
it Hottiefest. It was the most beauti-
ful day, and everyone was full of 
spirit(s). Groups Were selling jewelry, 
pots, snacks, hippie-stuff and clothes. 
I'm not sure what bands are playing 
this year, but it's another definite 
good time. I believe this event is 
sponsored by Student Senate, so I'm 
thinking it's free. (Don't quote me on 
this.) 
Just remember that there are 
plenty of activities cheap or free to 
do. 
Usually the UPAC office has a 
movie playing at Somsen at least 
once a blue moon. The PAC is full of 
Wind Symphonies and Jazz concerts 
in the spring. Other sporting events I 
didn't discuss earlier: soccer, golf, 
rugby, track, softball and tennis. 
There are Forums in Somsen 
auditorium sponsored by numerous 
departments. Miss WSU is coming 
up. The voting for next year's senate 
positions will be going on soon. 
Even listening and calling in requests 
to KQAL and reading the Winonan 
are ways of participating and 
showing some sort of involvement. I 
know there are other things going on 
that I didn't mention, but since I'm 
not aware of them, I can't write about 
them. 
Our lives are pretty crazy with 
organizing our time and trying to fit 
everything in one day. Maybe just 
thinking about going to an event is 
enough to make one consider putting 
it down in our planners. (By the way, 
I've seen everyone use those planners 
now that they are half price; way to 
go Bookstore!) 
Honorable mention of the week 
goes to Chris, my drinking buddy at 
Gabby's, who probably thinks I don't 
remember squat about our plans we 
made to go to Mardi Gras next year. 
We are going! No ifs, ands or buts. 
Dishonorable mention of the 
century goes to Andrea with the 
really, really big drunken mouth. 
T.J. Lettner 
Columnist 
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Lee Pei Gow 
sophomore/business 
administration 
Because of this, people will want 
to take more classes, but some 
people cannot handle such a 
heavy load, and they will not have 
the ability to do as well as they 
should. 
Mohannad Es-Salameen 
junior/computer information 
systems 
I think it is good deal that will cut 
back on tuition costs. 
Perry Feavel 
freshman/criminal justice 
Why should we pay for a Cadillac 
and get a Metro in return? That 
doesn't seem right. It should be 
like anything else you buy—you 
get what you pay for, not more or 
less. 
Mark Spanagel 
freshman/computer science 
I guess I know how many credits 
I'll take next quarter. 
Samantha Sweeney 
freshman/theatre/german 
education 
I think the students should 
continue to pay per credit. I think 
this will make it harder to get the 
classes needed. Besides, if 
someone is only taking 12 credits, 
they should pay for 12. 
Nathan J. Bruno 
freshman/undecided 
I don't care as long as it doesn't 
raise my tuition. 
Katie Tiffany 
junior/history 
It's wrong. The students will burn 
out faster by trying to take more 
credits just so they get their 
money's worth. In the long run it 
will harm the students and take 
Winona State off the "100 Best 
Colleges" list, and the school and 
students will end up as losers. 
Stephanie Johnson 
freshman/organizational 
communications 
We should only pay for the credits 
we take.ff should be like that for 
everyone here. 
I Got the Hook Up 
*.*** 
Scott Weiland 
12 Bar Blues *** 
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City of Angels • 1998, Rated PG-13 
•Directed by: Brad Silberling 
•Starring: Nicholas Cage, Meg Ryan 
C ity of Angels portrays the tragic tale of an angel who falls in love with a mortal. Sounds strange, right? Well, once you get used to seeing the celestial beings (ironically dressed in black) on top of 
skyscrapers and billboards in Los Angeles, the story doesn't seem so 
unbelievable. 
Meg Ryan plays Maggie, a doctor who is having a hard time dealing with 
the death of a patient. The angel sent to comfort her is Seth, played by 
Nicholas Cage, who at first sight grows very fond of Maggie. 
After confiding in another angel, Seth decides to "appear" to Maggie. She 
instantly grows attached to Seth as well yet finds him a little strange. Seth 
soon becomes frustrated, realizing he can never be with Maggie since angels 
know no human feelings or fears . . . or so he thinks—until he meets a fallen 
angel. 
Now Seth has to make the biggest decision ever faced by any being: leave 
an immortal life of paradise, hearing music in the sunrise, for love? Well, I 
won't give his choice away, but I will tell you the ending has an unfortunate 
twist. 
I thought this movie was wonderful, primarily because of the mystical 
storyline. Secondly, because of the actors—who doesn't love them both? 
And finally, because of the message. 
The movie, amidst a love story, shows that humans should enjoy every 
minute of being alive. Every sense, touch and feeling should be cherished. 
Sure, humans face a lot of pain and suffering, but it is all worth it to feel 
the sun on our face and to taste salty ocean water on our lips. Also, all the 
suffering is worth it if we find the one emotion we all search for: love. 
I am sure not everyone will agree with me about this movie. In fact, my 
viewing partner thought is was "slow-moving and boring." However, no one 
can argue some of the beautiful images presented, like angels gathering to 
watch the sunrise and Seth guarding Maggie while she sleeps. 
Steve Santek 
Music Critic 
Man enjoys studying, 
collecting marbles 
Associated Press 
WARSAW, Mo.—Modest 
Ralph Theiss has never called 
himself the "Marble King of 
Warsaw," but it's hard to see how 
a man who has approximately 
100,000 of the round playthings 
could be considered anything but. 
Especially when his collection 
includes softball-sized volcanic 
glass specimens, glazed clay 
shooters, rainbow-reflecting 
leaded glass display models and 
opaque oxblood aggies. Others are 
made of everything from fiber 
optic cable to fossils. 
The retired petroleum company 
owner has only been collecting 
marbles for the past two years, but 
he's more than made up for lost 
time. 
Although he has paid for 
specific additions to his collection, 
such as ones made from petrified 
palm trees and dinosaur bones, 
Theiss also enjoys sifting through 
big bags full of marbles bought at 
auctions and flea markets just for 
the thrill of possibly picking out a 
colorful Popeye corkscrew. 
One of his favorite specimens is 
a clay marble made perfectly 
round by the craftsmanship of its 
unknown creator more than a 
century ago. Only with the aid of a 
strong magnifying glass can 
minute ridges be seen. 
"Incredible," said Theiss, 
looking up from the desk in his 
study. "The precision and skill it 
took to make this. And the real 
thing is, this was probably made 
from leftover clay by some 
anonymous German craftsman as a 
plaything for his child. Can you 
imagine?" 
Well, yes, Theiss has tried to 
imagine this scene and others, 
which is why his collection means 
so much to him. 
"The earliest marbles were 
made from clay and rounded 
stones in the days of the ancient 
Greeks and Romans, but the 
regular glass kind as we know it 
began being handmade in eastern 
Germany in the early 1800s," he 
explained. "From that time 
through the turn of the 20th 
century, Germany controlled the 
world's glass marble market." 
Two things combined to change 
this picture, Theiss said: American 
ingenuity and World War I. 
In 1905, Martin F. Christensen 
of Akron, Ohio, began manufac-
turing machine-made "perfectly 
round spheres" that were better 
than the German type for two 
reasons: They were less expensive 
and, because they were not 
handmade, they had no telltale 
`pontil,' or slight ridge at the place 
where the glass was severed to 
create them. 
This greatly helped players 
trying to shoot a straight line with 
a large marble to knock an 
opponent's pee-wees out of the 
ring. 
By the mid-1920s, most of the 
world's marbles were made by 
machine in the United States and 
the competition to create colorful 
and unique designs flourished. Not 
surprisingly, Theiss said, this also 
was the heyday of kids playing 
marbles in school yards across the 
nation. 
Theiss knows because he was 
one of those youngsters for whom 
a sackful of Steelies, Indians and 
Aggies was as much a requirement 
for school as a Big Chief tablet. 
Another of Theiss' displays 
includes a marble with the Golden 
Rule inscribed on a band around it. 
Nearby, a vintage set from the 
1930s contains the faces of popular 
cartoon icons such as Betty Boop 
and Little Orphan Annie. 
When it comes to pricing 
marbles, the same rules apply as in 
baseball cards, Theiss said: 
attractiveness, desirability, 
condition and scarcity. 
A set in his collection, released 
in 1990, combines the best of these 
two worlds: five marbles, each 
containing the face of a major 
leaguer. In Theiss' case, they are 
Jim Abbott, Jose Canseco, Ken 
Griffey Jr., Kirby Puckett and 
Nolan Ryan. 
"There are also two other sets, 
also made in 1990, but I haven't 
found them yet," he said. "Appar-
ently they didn't go over very 
well." 
Maybe not, but Theiss thinks a 
marble museum might. 
He has nothing definite in mind 
yet, but pointed out that it would 
be a unique tourist attraction. 
"I don't want to get all tied 
down, but maybe I could work out 
something," he said. "... I bet 
there'd be a lot people who'd go 
through it." 
y ou're in the Smaug. You see the person of your dreams. Eye contact is made as you make your   way toward this other person. Your heart is 
pounding uncontrollably. You think this is love at first 
sight . . . until you notice that he or she holds the most 
repulsive, most irritating physical trait possible. 
It can be the littlest of things that can completely turn 
you off. Maybe her front tooth is chipped or even 
missing. His pants are so tight that absolutely nothing is 
left to the imagination. He's got a massive unibrow or 
lines shaved in it like Vanilla Ice. 
Then there are requirements that have to be fulfilled 
for you to be attracted to someone. Is her hair blond? 
Does he have sideburns? Is she too tall or too short? 
Everybody has standards. It seems like as the years go on, 
people start lowering them . . . that's when you know 
we're all going to hell in a hand basket. 
The physical trait that I really have a problem with is 
massive amounts of body hair, which is terrible because I 
know men have no control over it. A minor amount is 
tolerable, but it's pretty bad when the chest hair is 
seeping out of the shirt, especially at the back of the neck. 
Where there's back hair, there's butt hair. There's 
something unappealing about being able to take a brush 
and, without hitting bare skin, brush from your head, 
down your back to your butt, up through to the chest hair 
and back to your head. Why anyone would want to do 
this is beyond me. 
I dated someone like this. Every shirt he wore had 
permanent muff attached at the neck. I think he's the one 
who really turned me against chest hair. Not only was he 
hairy, but the pattern was so absurd. A description won't 
do the justice that experiencing it would, but I'll try. 
It started with the basic T-shape—hair across the 
pecks and down toward the bellybutton. The middle was 
really thin, and at the end of it were these extensions that 
darted out toward his sides. Little balls of hair were at 
the end of the extensions. Strange enough, his chest hair 
reminded me of a model of the female reproductive 
system . . . the extensions were like the ovaries. I'm sure 
you've seen Austin Powers; I dated him. 
When he came to our apartment, my roommates tried 
to get him to play board games where clothes were the 
wager. No luck. He stayed overnight (and I slept on the 
futon of course), and my roommates had me walk into 
the room where he was sleeping and leave the door open. 
Unfortunately for them, their giggling woke him up and 
he pulled the covers over his chest. They never caught a 
glimpse of my furry friend. 
You may be thinking that I'm cruel and shallow for 
letting something so trivial make a decision of who I find 
attractive. Be realistic. You've got to be picky or you'll 
end up settling for someone who is just short of repulsing 
you. And doesn't it make you wonder what people find 
repulsive about you? 
Ariel Blaha 
Columnist 
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I GOT THE HOOK UP 
SOUNDTRACK 
p roduced by Master P, No Limit Records is showing signs of becoming as big as 
Puff Daddy's Bad Boy label. This 
soundtrack features just about every 
big name rapper from Snoop Doggy 
Dogg, Master P, Jay Z, 01' Dirty 
Bastard and much more and offers 
something for everybody's taste. 
Highlights of the soundtrack are the 
Ice Cube track "Ghetto Vet" and the 
Snoop Doggy Dogg track "Hooked." 
A lot of the soundtrack sounds very 
similar to the stuff that Master P has 
been putting out this year, which I 
am not a big fan of. 
The soundtrack also has some 
tracks that are very good and deserve 
a chance. I did not like the Master P 
tracks because I am not a big fan of 
Master P in general. 
If you are a fan of Master P, then 
this soundtrack is for you. If not, you 
should still give this soundtrack a 
chance because of all the other artists 
that make this soundtrack likable. Jay 
Z, Mack 10 and Eight Ball & MJG 
make this soundtrack decent. If you 
like Master I'. pick up this 
soundtrack immediately, but if not, 
listen to it first, and who knows?!? 
You may find some other tracks that 
you enjoy. 
SCOTT WEILAND 
12 BAR BLUES 
If you are expecting to pick up 
this album and hear the Stone 
Temple Pilots you will be disap-
pointed. But, if you pick up this 
album based on the simple fact that 
you like what Weiland has done 
vocally in the past, this album shows 
potential. Scott Weiland shows that 
he can sing, but after listening to the 
album, I think he needs the Stone 
Temple Pilots to provide the musical 
backing to fluorish as a successful 
artist. 
The album is not bad, but it lacks 
the musical integrity provided in the 
last three Stone Temple Pilots  
albums. "Barbarella" is the first 
single, and the track is slower then 
expected, but not bad. "Lady, Your 
Roof Brings Me Down," from the 
Great Expectations soundtrack is a 
quality track backed by the accor-
dion playing of Sheryl Crow and is 
one of the highlights of the album. 
"Jimmy was a Stimulator" is a crazy 
track that made no sense to me. If 
you are looking for a track that 
resembles the Stone Temple Pilots, 
then "Opposite Octave Reaction" is 
the track for you. 
The next single to be released is 
"Son," which is a slower rock song 
off the album and seems to drag on. 
Overall, this album is not that bad, 
but I think Weiland needs to realize 
that he needs the Stone Temple Pilots 
to succeed. 
W hat are you doing this weekend? Are you going to a friend's 
house? If you are, don't even think 
of opening this book. Intensity takes 
you on a roller coaster ride of terror 
and suspense of what was supposed 
to be a simple weekend get away to 
a friend's house. 
O.K. imagine this; you decide to 
go to one of your friends' houses 
this weekend. It will be great of 
course because you really have no 
place you can call home other 
than your dorm room, and you 
really want to see where your best 
college bud grew up. Everything 
is great; you get to their parents' 
house, and they are wonderful. 
You have an exquisite dinner, 
laugh, drink a little and sit back 
and relax and enjoy life. Then 
everyone goes to bed; this is 
when the horror starts. 
Your natural childhood instincts 
have taught you to hide and escape, 
so you take cover underneath the 
nearest bed. By further investigating 
you find out that your friend and her 
parents were killed; you are on a 
rampage. You want to know who 
this killer is and why he did this. So 
you think "What the hey!" and jump 
on his Winnebago. Next thing you 
know you are on a ride that takes you 
into another state, far from safety. 
Have you ever wondered what it 
is like to be the victim? How about 
wondering what goes on in the head 
of a serial murderer? Well I admit 
that I have always wondered why 
murderers do the things they do. The 
serial murderer in this story was 
Intensity 
Dean Koontz 
Ballantine Books 
highly intellectual and very skilled in 
his field of study. He usually killed 
mainly as part of sexual games. He 
did not always kill his victims; he 
enjoyed psychological torture. 
"And I want to hear her crying, 
lost and crying. I want to smell the 
purity of her tears. I want to feel the 
exquisite texture of her screams, 
know the clean smell of them and 
the taste of her terror. There's 
always that," comments the killer in 
one part of the book about one of his 
victims he had been saving. 
Dean Koontz writes more than a 
story about a serial killer; he writes a 
story of a personal journey and of 
finding the courage to move on. The 
main character in this book, Chyna, 
fights with her past to overcome 
the fear she is presented with in 
the present. Like many adults 
who had an unstable childhood 
or had a traumatic experience 
when they were young, it comes 
back to haunt them as an adult. 
So Chyna must learn to cope 
with what has happened in her 
past to escape this murderer. 
I didn't have to go to any of 
the big expensive book stores to 
LOS ANGELES—Send in the 
plastic clown heads. 
Up to 2,500 Pez fanciers met, 
swapped and popped the little 
candy tablets from collectible 
plastic dispensers this weekend at 
the international Pez-a-Thon. 
"They remind you of your 
childhood," said Linda Adams, a 
48-year-old San Jose software 
company administrator. "They're 
so cute and colorful and innocent. 
And they're easy to keep—it 
would be hell collecting, say, 
pianos." 
Adams was eager to expand her 
collection of 3,500 Pez dispens-
ers, which she displays behind 
glass in her living room. 
"They're seat-belted in with 
little black elastic straps," Adams 
said. 
Organizer Jim Presnal of 
Tarzana rolled up at the conven-
tion hotel in a 1977 Dodge. 
Centerpiece of the grand opening 
ceremony, it was covered with 
more than 1,400 Pez dispensers. 
"I had no concept of the history 
of Pez when I started collecting 15 
years ago," said Presnal, a 41-
year-old software developer and 
film school instructor. "But the 
next thing I knew, I was totally 
spun up in all of this." 
Pez was invented in Austria in 
1927 as a breath mint alternative 
for cigarette smokers and sold in 
dispensers shaped like cigarette 
lighters. The name is derived from 
"pfefferminz," peppermint in 
German. 
Fruit flavors and plastic heads 
were added to the spring-loaded 
dispensers after the candy was 
introduced in the United States in 
1952, according to collector Sue 
Wheelis, 41, of Huntington, N.Y. 
About 400 variations of the 
heads—clowns, people and 
cartoon faces—have been pro-
duced. Collectors, who call 
themselves Pezheads, say the most 
valuable piece is a Mr. 
Potatohead-like container that sold 
for 79 cents in 1972 and is worth 
$5,500 now. 
Scott Luther, owner of one of 
the few surviving "American 
Make-a-Face" Pez pieces, says it 
usually takes him a few tries to 
explain to strangers why he's 
willing to spend that kind of cash 
on plastic candy dispensers. 
"Most people think I need 
intervention, actually," said 
Luther, a 35-year-old Seattle 
software engineer. "People tell me 
I should get out more." 
find this book. The only place I had 
to go to was the supermarket. Don't 
tell my English professors; they 
would shun me for buying a book 
that has no educational purpose. 
So if you know and like Koontz's 
writing, pick this one up—that is if 
you haven't already read it. And if 
you think that I should give up the 
paperback novels and switch to 
educational novels, pick this one up. 
I'm sure this book will surprise you. 
O.K. kids this is the last time I'm 
going to say this. I need to know 
what you want me to read and write 
about. I cannot please my audience 
without having a little bit of feed-
back. PLEASE drop me a line at The 
Winonan at 457-5119. Happy 
reading!! 
Pezheads 
gather for 
international 
Pez-a-Thon 
Associated Press 
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Susan Rader returns a volley during doubles play verses UM-Morris Thursday. The No. 2 
doubles team of Rader and Kristen Piotrowski won the set 8-4. 
Winona State men's tennis team 
falls short against St.Cloud again 
By Raegan (sham 
Staff Writer 
He wears jersey number 34 to honor baseball legend Kirby 
Puckett, a man who has helped Mark Hronski to become the 
athlete that he is today. 
"He is my main inspiration in sports," Hronski said. "He is the 
ultimate professional athlete; he is what every athlete should be." 
Although the senior pitcher from Mounds View Minn. is only 
in his first year of competition on the Winona State University 
baseball team, he has already made a name for himself with a 
team best 5-0 record at press time. 
Hronski came out of high school recruited by St. Cloud, 
Southwest State and Bemidji State, but didn't feel strongly with 
either, and he ended up attending Anoka Ramsey Junior College 
in Coon Rapids, Minn., where he played both basketball and 
baseball. 
"I was basically a basketball player who played baseball," 
Hronski admitted. "It was a chance for me to play both sports and 
then go on to bigger and better things afterwards." 
After fulfilling his two years, he ended up at Bemidj, where he 
continued both sports. After a year and a half, Hronski knew he 
wanted to transfer, and WSU seemed like the right decision to 
continue his athletic career. 
"My brother (Brian) used to play baseball here and I knew a 
lot of the players," Hronski said. "I didn't see the opportunities to 
win at Bemidji. I wanted to get a conference championship." 
He had a chance eariler this year for one also. 
His basketball career at Winona got him as close to one as possible. The 
Warriors finished second in the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference, 
finishing 10-2 in conference and 17-10 overall. 
"We took 2nd place in basketball-we were almost there. With baseball we 
have a good chance," Hronski said. 
After his basketball season ended, Hronski moved right into baseball 
without even skipping a beat. He won his season start against Saginaw Valley 
State 6-2. That game, to him, is the best moment so far this season. 
"I wanted to let everyone know they could count on me," Hronski said, 
because he knew there were high expectations coming in. "It was good to get 
that win and the confidence." 
So, how did Hronski become a pitcher? 
"I always like to be a part of the action," Hronski admitted. "I want the 
responsibility." 
Hronski feels that he really started to concentrate on pitching when he 
developed his forkball pitch. He thinks the forkball, which was self-taught, is 
one of the best things that he ever did. It now has become his out pitch. 
"It's usually what I strike most guys out on," Hronski said. "It's really hard 
to hit when I have it working." 
Hronski, 5-0 in five starts, is greedy. 
"I would like to go undefeated. I feel that if I'm throwing my game, nobody 
can beat me when I am on," Hronski said. "I want to be the guy the team can 
See Hronski page 9 
Pitcher perfect: Mark Hronski shines 
Winona State University senior hurler dominates early with 5-0 record 
The Bottom Line 
Michael Sigrist 
Sports Editor 
0  ver the weekend I was again reminded how absurd Reggie White's 
comments were (if you're asking 
yourself what comments, please 
stop reading). Poor Fuzzy—after 
making his "racially insensitive" 
comments about fried chicken and 
collard greens, he loses all his 
endoresments and the respect of 
half the population. White, on the 
other hand, well . . . nothing really. 
The question is not about who's 
racist or not, but rather, why we 
stand to punish one and not the 
other? Fuzzy will always be looked 
at in a different light, while White's 
equally racist remarks will be swept 
under the rug come September. 
Makes you wonder doesn't it? 
Poor Tiger huh? When is 
everyone gonna stop expecting him 
to win every major he plays in? 
Note to Mr. O'Meara: Congrats; 
now your label of the. winningest 
golfer never to win a major can be 
peeled away. What's being served 
next year? Corned beef and cabbage 
served with a tall glass of Stout? 
Sit down everyone; it's com-
ing—the NFL draft. I realize that 
network TV might suffer a drop in 
the ratings as millions turn to ESPN 
to see exactly who will wind up the 
first pick. Note to prospective 
viewers: Manning, Peyton Man-
ning. If the clean cut, clean-shaven 
and clean record of Mr. Manning 
fails to be the first pick, we have a 
problem bigger than NBA officiat-
ing. 
Seriously, why not have instant 
replay in professional sports? It's 
proven time and time again that 
officals are human, as are athletes, 
and they make mistakes. But it's 
happening more frequently as of 
late. 
Basketball: Sunday's Knick-
Heat contest should have been 
reversed. Football: Jake Reed's 
apparent toe-stretching catch in the 
play-offs shouldn't have been, as 
shouldn't have numerous plays 
throughout the season. Baseball: 
One needs only to mention Jeffery 
Maier and the Yankees' gift bid in 
the 1996 Series (more, could no 
doubt, have been included). 
Hockey: Oops . . . management has 
its head on straight, which is more 
than can be said for its players. 
Concussions are becoming more 
common than fights lately. Super-
stars are hockey's meal tickets; 
when will they require them to wear 
helmets that won't slip off at the 
slightest impact? Probably one hit 
too late. 
Speaking of hits: Junior, boy 
what you do with a baseball. 
Monday Ken Griffey Jr. became the 
2nd youngest player in history to hit 
300 home runs, at 28; of course 	•• 
with Seattle's bullpen, Jr.'s yard 
balls are in haste. 
Sign that college hoops is 
becoming more and more like the 
NBA: Players run the team. It's a 
sad state when a winning (eight 
trips to the NCAA tournament in 10 
years) coach (Tom Penders) is 
"nudged" out the door of a univer-
sity (Texas) by players (too many to 
mention) because his style of 
coaching might have bruised their 
enlarged egos. 
The good ol' fashion, in-your-
face, constructive criticism style of 
coaching, it seems, has evolved into 
the more PC method which holds 
that athletes need to be nurtured, 
babied, pampered and pleased or 
they have the right to "nudge" the 
coach with the questionable antics 
out the gymnasium. 
Ramblings . . . How can Shaq 
rap—he can barely speak? Is 
anyone able to make out his 
jibberish'? 
Quietly the Minnesota Twins 
have the 2nd lowest ERA and 2nd 
most runs scored in the majors. 
Cubs vs. Twins in the Series? 
That has about as much of a 
chance of happening as White 
being rightfully punished (had to 
slip one last one in). 
The bottom line precedes this one. 
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WSU netters 
notch win 
It was the second time this year St. 
Cloud State University men's tennis 
team faced Winona State (6-6). The 
first match-up ended with the Warrirs 
on the losing end of a 6-3 score. On 
Thursday, they fell victim again, losing 
7-2. 
It was in singles competition where 
WSU recieved its points. No. 1 singles 
player, freshman Mike Lipinski, took 
SCSU senior, Kyle Freske, 6-1, 6-3 for 
the second time this season. 
"Mike played very well in that 
match," said WSU coach Mike Leaf. 
"He kept him (Freske) moving." 
While at No. 4 singles, senior Brian 
Sewall, beat Troy Pilger 6-4, 6-2. 
The last time the Warriors and Hus-
kies met it was only Lipinski who had 
a singles victory, while the other two 
wins came from doubles action. 
The Warriors were without No. 3 
player Chad Fellows, who attended a 
medical convention. 
"Losing our number three player is 
no excuse," Leaf said. "We had a good 
team out there,we just fell short." 
The Warriors host Mankato State 
today at 2 p.m. at St. T's Tennis & 
Sports. 
Singles 
Mike Lipinski (WSU) d. Kyle 
Freske, 6-1, 6-3; Todd Bishop (SCSU) 
d. Jesril Jamel, 6-4, 6-1; Nick 
Kittenhofen (SCSU) d. Marc Stingley, 
6-0, 7-6 (7-2); Brian Sewall (WSU) d. 
Troy Pilger, 6-4, 6-2; Jason Leopold 
(SCSU) d. Jeff Fedor, 6-1, 6-2; Joe 
Cheney (SCSU) d. Justin Flattum, 6-2, 
6-1. 
Doubles 
Freske-Kittenhofen (SCSU) d. 
Jamel-Stingley, 8-4; Bishop-Brian 
Feddema (SCSU) d. Lipinski-Flattum, 
8-4; Kyle Klawiter-Pilger (SCSU) d. 
Fedor-Sewall, 8-6. 
Women declaw 
UM-Morris 
Cougars 8-1 
By Jim Sewastynowicz 
Staff Writer 
On a day when a close match was 
hard to find, one doubles match held 
everyone's attention. 
Carrie Guros and Kelly Schenck 
had to overcome a deficit to win their 
doubles match and help Winona State 
University to an 8-1 win over the Uni-
versity of Minnesota-Morris in a North-
ern Sun Intercollegiate Conference 
match on Thursday. 
Morris assistant coach Viet Pham 
Following their two losses against 
St. Cloud State, the Warriors were more 
concerned with their Northern Sun 
Intercolligate Conference opener 
against the University of Minnesota-
Morris. 
It showed. 
The Warriors (2-0 NSIC, 9-18 over-
all) dominated the Cougars (0-2, 1-12)  
chalked this loss up to experience. 
"We have a real young team, hope-
fully down the road we'll be a little 
more competitive." 
Guros and Schenck were down five 
sets to two against Cougars Pascale 
Zaal and Lindsey Witt when they be-
gan their comeback. 
The two teams split the next four 
sets putting the score at seven sets to 
four. This was when the Warriors took 
control and won five straight sets for 
the 9-7 win. 
"Kelly and I, that's one of the things 
about us," said Guros. "If we're about 
to lose the point or lose the match, we 
still think we can win." 
Good thing for Winona. 
The Warriors won the other two 
See Tennis page 8 
in Game 1, winning 8-0 behind the 
strong pitching of Rachel Lockwood 
and the offensive firepower of Tiffanie 
Regan, who went 2-for-4 with two RBIs 
and Lori Mojsiej who knocked in three 
runs. 
Regan helped to open the flood gates 
in the third inning hitting a two run 
double that scored Christine Clements 
See Softball page 8 
Softball bites Cougars 
Pitching of Lockwood, Maschman lead WSU 
Winona baseball continues conference dominance 
Braund, Hronski, Campbell, Welch lead charge in 7-1, 8-4 wins against Morris, improve NSIC record to 8-0 
4-t 
By Mike Kaebisch 
Staff Writer 
Coming off two fairly easy wins in Friday's doubleheader against Norther Sun 
Intercollegiate Conference foe Minnesota-Morris, Winona State University coach 
Gary Grob found it hard to motivate his team for Saturday afternoon's double-
header. 
In the first game the Warriors (8-0 NSIC, 18-8 overall) found their own 
motivation as they sent their hottest pitcher, Mark Hronski (5-0), to the mound to 
face a Cougar team looking to find their game after being held to only two hits, 
after striking out 26 times in the previous two games. They didn't find their 
stroke. losing 7-1 and 8-4. 
In Game 1, Hronski struck out the first two Cougar batters he faced which 
started a one-two-three first inning and another long afternoon for the struggling 
Cougars (1-7, 3-17). 
On offense, the Warriors led off the bottom of the first inning with a Dave 
Campbell double, followed by a Mike Welch single and an Aaron Braund RBI 
single. 
The Cougar hitters seemed to wake up in the second inning. 
After Hronski again retired the first two Morris batters, third baseman Adam 
Erickson ripped a double to center field and Nate Gorr's single brought him home. 
This only seemed to anger the WSU offense. 
In the home half of the second inning, the Warriors scored four runs on four 
hits highlighted by a Campbell RBI triple. Campbell finished the day 3-for-3. 
The Cougar run in the second seemed to calm down Hronski who didn't 
allow another hit for the rest of the contest. 
Hronski set down the Morris order one-two-three in both the third and forth Rachel McConneWStatt Photographer 
WSU's Shannon Lester came from second base to score in the Warriors' 7-1 victory over UM-
See Baseball page 9 Morris in Game 1 of Saturday's double header. 
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Monkeys 
and Sarah Kuehn. 
Cougar starting pitcher Sarah Huschle didn't help her casuse. If she wasn't 
walking five Warrior batters, she was hitting two of them in her five inning 
performance. 
Lockwood didn't surrender a run, while strking out four. 
Game 2 turned out to be closer, but in the end, the Warriors again held th' 
Cougar offense scoreless. 
Warrior starting pitcher Kate Maschman got credict for the victory,throwing 
five scoreless innings, while striking out one. 
Shortstop Jamie Benedict lead the way for WSU going 2-for-2 with an RBI. 
Colleen Ryan came in for Maschman, pitched two innings and held UMM 
hitless to finish the three-hit shutout. 
Winona State hosts UM-Duluth Wednesday (3 p.m.). 
Interested in 
Advertising, 
Call 457-5677 
Winonan  
Gymnastics finishes season 13-8 
Cott Weldon/Staff Photographer 
By Raegan (sham 
Staff Writer 
It was another impressive year for the Winona State 
University women's gymnastics team as they finished with 
an impressive 13-8 record and qualified two women to the 
USGA Division II Nationals. 
Heidi Wolf and Tina Rosengren were selected to compete 
in the uneven parallel bars and balance beam, respectively, 
at Nationals. 
Unfortunately, due to lack of funding and their competi-
tive ranks (26th and 29th) neither of the women competed. 
The Warriors found much of their strength this past 
season in their vault performances. 
"Vault was the most consistent, and it continued to 
develop right through the season,:' said coach Rob Murray. 
"It was one event we pretty much could count on this year, 
we had good depth." 
Consistency was an important aspect for the gymnasts 
this year. 
"Our roster juggled very little and that is attributed to 
consistency in our top performers overall," said Murray. 
The weak spot seemed to come from the balance beam 
performances. According to Murray the consistency on the 
balance beam was just not there, but he felt that was due to 
the higher amount of difficulty added to their performances. 
With the greater degree of difficulty a higher risk factor 
becomes involved. 
Murray felt the best meet, with the exception of the 
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uneven parallel bar performances, came at the Midwest 
Independent Championships held in Chicago. The meet 
consisted of three other teams, all of which were NCAA 
Division I. 
"We had real good scores through the vault and the 
beam," Murray said. 
Two reasons for such success on the vault and beam this 
season came from Kassy Kroening and Sommer Vaughn. 
Kroening, the current all-time vault leader with a score of 
9.725 is also tied with Vaughn for 2nd all-time on the beam 
with 9.750. 
Heidi Wolf is also currently a 2nd-place holder in the 
uneven bars with a score of 9.550. 
The goal for the team this past year was to expand their 
range of competition and they did that by not scheduling so 
many guaranteed wins according to Murray. 
"One of thethings we were looking for this year was to get 
more challenging competition," Murray said. "We wanted 
to work on being more competitive in close meets and we 
certainly had that." 
For the next year, Murray already knows what the team 
needs to do to become even more successful. 
"For us to be a stronger team we need to look at more 
creative tumbling passes and add releases on bars," Murray 
said. "The vault needs to continue in its present direction, but 
just work on landing a little more solidly." 
Murray's outlook for next year is a positive one. 
"I have a lot of confidence that next year's team is going 
to be one of the strongest teams that I have ever coached 
here." 
Softball 
 
Continued from page 7 
Warrior second baseman Christine Clements forces out a St. Cloud State batter 
Wednesday. WSU lost both games of the double header, 8-1 and 9-5. 
Huskies nip Warriors 
Winona softball falls 9-5, 8-1 to St. Cloud State 
By Jason Schulte 
Staff Writer 
The perfect home opener includes 
nice, warm, comfortable weather and a 
win. 
Last Wednesday, the Winona State 
University (0-2 NSIC, 5-17) softball 
team got neither of them. St. Cloud 
State University, ranked I I th in NCAA 
Division II, swept the Warriors 9-5 and 
8-1. 
In game 2 Rachel Lockwood wasn't 
on her game, surrendering six earned 
runs on 14 hits. It started in the second 
inning. 
SCSU was able to get to Lockwood 
in the second, scoring two with timely 
hitting and bad WSU defense. 
The Huskies added another three 
runs in the fourth increasing the lead to 
5-0. 
The Warriors attempted to claw 
away at the lead in their half of the 
fourth 
Fi....t baseman Tiffanie Regan 
knocked a single and Laurie Mojseij 
drew a walk, puttin ,2. Warriors at first 
and second. After an out, Carolyn Fabsik 
lined a single, bringing in Regan for the 
By Mike Kaebisch 
Staff Writer 
Although the WSU pitching staff 
has been overshadowed al I season long 
by the potent Warrior offense, the WSU 
staff chose Friday's doubleheader to 
step to the forefront, winning 7-0 and 
15-2 against the University of Minne-
sota-Morris. 
Game 1 featured WSU left-hander 
Andy Wiedl who came out and set 
down the side in order in the first in-
ning, striking out the first man he 
faced— setting the trend. 
The Warrior offense used three first-
inning Cougar errors to notch two runs 
onto the scoreboard, which turned out 
to be all the hard-throwing Weidl 
needed. 
Wiedl struck out the side in the third 
inning and kept the Cougars hitless 
through three innings until left fielder 
Jason Mix singled to lead off the fourth; 
it was the only hit the Cougars could 
muster. 
Wiedl continued his dominance over 
the Cougar hitters recording six con-
secutive outs over the fifth, sixth and 
seventh inning via the strikeout. 
Wiedl's final numbers were impres-
sive: a complete game shutout, one hit, 
one walk and 12 stikeouts. 
"He kept the ball down and over-
powered the Cougar hitters," said War-
rior catcher Joe Zydowsky. 
While Wiedl was pitching a gem of 
a game the WSU offense contributed 
seven runs coming off of nine hits, 
aided by eight Morris errors, five cour- 
Warriors' first run of the ball game. 
Kelly Murdock then brought in 
Mojseij, cutting the Husky lead to 5-3. 
The score remained until the top of 
the sixth, when St. Cloud got to 
Lockwood again, putting three runs on 
the board. 
The 3-4-5 hitters of Lisa Jo Rosauer, 
Allison Huselid and Mary Libbesmier 
did the job, banging out three consecu-
tive doubles and bringing in the three 
runs. For the day, the trio combined to 
hit 11 of 27 and knock in nine RBIs. 
"Their job is to put the ball in play, 
make contact and today they did that," 
SCSU coach Paula U'Ren said. 
The Warriors weren't done though. 
In the bottom of the sixth, Sarah 
Kuehn started the inning off with a 
walk, Tiffanie Regan hit a double and 
Lori Mojsiej hit a single that brought in 
Kuehn. 
Angie Granquist hit another single 
that brought in Regan. Fabsik got her 
second RBI of the day as she brought in 
Mojsiej, to put the score at 8-5. That 
was as close as the Warriors would get 
and the Huskies put another run on the 
board in the seventh to finish the scor-
ing. 
tesy of Cougar third baseman Nate Gorr. 
Warrior designated hitter Chris Popp 
went 2-3, with a double, single, walk, 
an RBI and a run scored. 
Second baseman Shannon Lester 
went 1-2 with an infield single and a 
suicide'squeeze which plated two War-
rior runners. The suicide was Lester's 
19th career sacrifice, tying a WSU 
Johnson's error in 
the first inning seemed 
to anger him and made 
him pitch better. 
—WSU coach Gary Grob 
record. 
Not to be outdone by his teammate's 
performance, Ryan Johnson took the 
mound in game two— and didn't dis-
appoint. 
Johnson (4-1) had a tough first in-
ning however. 
He threw a wild pitch. He commit-
ted a two-run throwing error and he 
walked two; which all added up to a 2-
0 Cougar lead. 
Things changed. 
"Johnson's error in the first inning 
seemed to anger him and made him 
In game 1, the Huskies scored two 
runs in the first inning. That was enough 
for starting pitcher Karissa Hoehn. 
Hoehn gave up only six hits on the 
day and dominated after the first in-
ning. 
Winona scored their only run in the 
first thanks to Mary Crystal Montague 
and her hit that brought in Chris 
Clements. 
"She's a great pitcher, she hung in 
and made the plays and was consis-
tent," U'Ren said of Hoehn. 
The Huskies had baserunners on in 
all seven innings and did their damage 
in the first four, scoring all eight of 
their runs. 
Colleen Ryan started the game for 
WSU, but didn't last long, only three 
innings, before Katie Maschman fin-
ished. 
"We didn't support Ryan at all," 
WSU coach Myron Smith said. 
"We've got to hit and play better 
defense," Mojsiej said after the game. 
"We lacked the key hits that could 
have given us a better chance." 
"We got to work on our defense and 
our baserunning," Smith said. 
pitch better," coach Gary Grob said. 
"We got an excellent performance from 
both of our pitchers." 
Johnson used the first inning to fire 
him up, which meant that the Cougars 
would be in for a long afternoon. 
Through three innings Johnson had 
eight strikeouts, issued one more walk 
and kept Morris batters hitless. 
They remained hitless until Nate 
Gorr laced a single down the third 
baseline. 
It didn't spoil Johnson day. 
He did not allow another Morris hit 
and eclipsed Wiedl's 12 strikeouts in 
game one, by recording 14 K's of his 
own in a complete game one-hitter. 
While Johnson was dominant on the 
mound the Warrior offense exploded 
for six runs in the bottom of the second 
inning. 
Lester and Zydowsky started the 
inning by hitting back-to-back doubles 
and when the smoke had cleared 10 
WSU batters had batted in the second 
inning and six runs had scored. 
The offense added another run in the 
third inning and three more in the fourth 
courtesy of an Aaron Braund three-run 
homer. 
But that was just the beginning as 
the Warriors again erupted for five more 
runs in the fifth inning which included 
yet another Braund homer, this time a 
two-run blast, which pushed the War-
riors out to the final 15-2 margin 
"Braund is a great athlete and when 
he started off slow in game one and into 
game two he evaluated his performance 
and made the proper adjustments," Grob 
said. 
Tennis 	 
Continued from page 7 
doubles matches, giving them the 
sweep. 
The singles matches were almost 
identical. 
Katie Forbes was the only Cougar 
who could muster a win. 
"The key to today's win is mostly 
our depth," said WSU coach John 
Schaff, referring to the eight different 
players that registered wins. 
All of the Warriors' singles victo-
ries posed little problems, coming in 
straight sets. Susan Rader, who won 
6-1, 6-1, said of her win, "I just tried 
to concentrate and hit everything nice 
and easy." 
Winona State returns to the courts 
today (2 p.m.) hosting Mankato State. 
WSU's 1-2 punch hurl one-hitters 
Wiedl, Johnson combine for 26 strikeouts against UM-Morris Cougars 
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Warrior sports on tap 
Baseball 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
Tuesday 
Softball 
Today 
Thursday 
Saturday & Sunday 
Tuesday 
Men's tennis 
Today 
Saturday 
Women's tennis 
Today 
Saturday 
Tuesday 
Track 
Saturday 
Women's golf 
Saturday & Sunday 
Men's golf 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
@ Bemidji State (2) 
©Bemidji State (2) 
@ St. Cloud State (2) 
UW-La Crosse (2) 
Mankato State 
UW-Eau Claire 
Mankato State 
@ Southwest State 
UW-La Crosse 
1:30 p.m. 
Noon 
1 p.m. 
1 p.m. 
3 p.m. 
4:30 p.m. 
3 p.m. 
2 p.m. 
10 a.m. 
2 p.m. 
2 p.m. 
3 p.m. 
UM-Duluth (2) 
UW-Eau Claire (2) 
NSIC Quad @ Moorhead 
UW-La Crosse 
Pointer Invite 	UW-Stevens Point 
Mississippi Valley Invite 
Wisconsin Golf Tourney @ Milwaukee 
Dretzka Golf Park 
Gustavas Spring Classic @ Fairmont, Minn. 
Job Openings for College Graduates! 
For years you have been taught to fear graduation because of what 
inevitably follows: countless dilemmas, unreasonable pressure and a life- 
long profession of drudgery. But, if it is these qualities that define the 
/P 
this career opportunity is too good to be true. Not only 
do we offer a dynamic and challenging work environment, but as a mem-
ber of our growing team you will be given the freedom and support to 
take your career wherever you wish. Become a front-line leader with our 
company. Enjoy the opportunity to develop strong relationships with 
customers, internal staff and associates. You will coach and lead a group 
of 40-50 associates to achieve superior results. 
nation-wide opportunities 
starting salary of 30-34K 
exceptional benefits 
tuition reimbursement 
advancement opportunities within 18 months of employment 
business casual dress code 
Start your career off on the right foot by joining a company that is 
billion leader in our industry. To make this opportunity your reality, plea 
fax resume to: 888-646-5388, Attn: CR-0415-WSU-LT by April 30. EOE 
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Baseball 
innings as the Warrior offense added runs in both innings to give the Warriors a 
7-1 lead. 
"I'll take the win any day," Hronski said. "It's hard to come out and throw after 
what Andy Wiedl and Ryan Johnson did yesterday." 
Hronski eased his way through the fifth inning, but seemed to tire in the sixth 
as he walked the first two Cougar hitters before getting the next two Morris batters 
harmlessly. 
Then a fielding error gave the Cougars new life. 
It allowed UMM to load the bases with two outs for a possible rally. Unshaken, 
'Hronski got Erickson to fly out to end the threat. 
He then came back in the seventh inning and retired the side once again topping 
off a complete game two hitter, including eight strikeouts. 
Welch went 2-for-4 on two singles with an RBI. 
"We were just trying to execute on offense and minimize our mistakes on 
defense," Grob said. 
In Game 2, Aaron Braund continue his hot swinging of the bat, and the Warrior 
pitching staff needed all his efforts. 
Mat O'Brien took the mound for the Warriors, looking to sweep the Cougars. 
The Warrior offense used a first inning solo home run by Braund to claim the 
lead. 
They notched a 3-1 lead in the third inning, again thanks to Braund, as he ripped 
his second long ball, giving him fourteen on the season. 
Continued from page 7 
The WSU offense then sent eight men to the plate in the bottom of the fourth 
inning and used three doubles and two walks to plate three runs, two of which 
scored on Nick Altavilla's double to increase the margin to 6-1. 
But the Cougars erupted in the top of the fifth. Erickson's three-run home run 
allowed the Cougars to jump right back into the game 6-4. 
This forced Grob to go to his bullpen for the first time in the series, bringing 
in Jeff Weinkauf. 
Weinkauf got out of the inning preserving the 6-4 lead. 
Seemingly fired up by his teams' rally, Morris pitcher Eric Gorman threw 
harder than he had all day and retired the Warriors one-two-three and struck out 
all three WSU batters he faced in the fifth. 
The score remained the same until the Warrior offense provided some 
insurance by scoring two runs in the bottom of the sixth inning to push the WSU 
advantage to 8-4. 
"We just kept focused and maintained the team effort," Grob said. "They 
minimized their mistakes and played a better ballgame." 
Cougar third baseman Nate Gorr went 5-for- 12 over the weekend series 
attributed his success to "sitting back." 
"They (WSU pitchers) were throwing a lot of off-speed pitches," Gorr said. 
Braund gave credit to the Cougars, "they played errorless ball and we had to 
manufacture runs and use more fundamentals to come away with the win." 
Hronski 	  
Continued from page 7 
count on to get the job done." 
It's the team goal of winning a conference championship that really appeals 
to Hronski. 
"I have never won a conference championship and it means a lot to me to 
get that," Hronski said. 
He feels that with the team the Warriors field this season, that goal is ripe 
for the picking. 
His ultimate goal would be a chance at the Division II College World 
Series title. With the team they have this year, Hronski believes it is a legiti- • 
mate goal. 
After this season with the Warriors, Hronski would love to fulfill his other 
goal of getting drafted and playing professional baseball. If that doesn't work 
out the public relations student will probably go into sales. 
"I like working with people and I think I will be good at it. I'm going to 
look at my options and see what I want to do," Hronski said. 
So far this season, fans and teammates are wondering what Hronski can't 
do. 
, Whenever I think of the past 
it brings back so many memories.... 
Take It From The Babe...George Herman 
Ruth's Helpful Hints To Being Sucessful 
by Jim Irving 
photo ever so graciously donated by Nate Michalowski (Nate-o 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Start every day proper with bourbon and ginger ale for 
breakfast. 
Always have preferred customer status at all 
whorehouses across the country. You never know 
when you are going to play like crap and need to 
fall back on plan B. 
Smoke cigars religiously. They are an excellent 
source of Vitamin C. 
g i God made dirt. Dirt can't hurt. Think otherwise and 
you're a pussy. 
Start chewing tobacco by the age of eight. The status 
of your manliness is largely ordained not by the size 
of your genitalia, but more so how much chew you 
can stuff in your mouth. 
You can always drink your way right through a side-
ache. 
5. 
6. 
I don't care what the commission says. There is 
absolutely no better way to communicate your feelings 
over a bad call than to spit in the umpire's face. 
s. Hit over 60 home runs in a season and do whatever the hell you want. 
"All right, stay backt Or I 11 Jump again!" 
s5tocis-/ 
"I pinned the tail on 
Mrs.Dalrymple." 
"Honestly, Gareth... you've 
got the weirdest yodel." 
Est. 1967 
WINONAS BIRTHDAY BAR 3 S 
Farewell to our loyal readers 
Dearest residents of Gordonia-land, 
We regret (well, kind of) to inform 
you that you now hold in your hand the 
last issue of the Erixia Gordonian ever 
to be written by us (Jim and Dave) for 
this paper. After weeks of indecision as 
to whether or not we should quit the 
Winonan, we have agreed that it is the 
most appropriate option available to as 
While we would like nothing more than 
to go on in great detail about the many 
individual reasons for our departure, 
this is not the place. We'll save that for 
a letter to the , editor and our half-hour 
slot on KQAL next Monday at 6;30 (if 
our quitting bothers you at all listen to 
this). For the time being, let's just say 
that we found it impossible to continue 
to work under the increasing restrictions 
on our freedom to write and under cur-
rent management. Anyway, enough 
about that for now This is supposed 
to be a farewell, 
First of all, we'd like to say that 
there were many employees of the 
Winonan who we enjoyed working with 
(special mention — Chris Drago). 
Writing for all of you this year was 
great, until fairly recently. We feel that 
we've learned , a lot and grown as com-
municators (of course, personally, were 
still immature as hell), 
While right now we are still high on 
that "just quit" feeling, we can't help but 
feel a sense of loss. I can't stress enough 
how much fun it was to write knowing 
that all of you open-minded readers, 
thirsting for humor, came weekly to our 
watering hole of sarcasm, asinine jokes 
and gherkin solicitation_ Even though 
our quizzes received next to no respons 
es, and most of the other responses that 
we did receive were from people we 
offended, we still received more reader-
response throughout the course of the 
year than the rest of the paper put 
together. We're not saying this to brag, 
we're saying it to thank you, the reader, 
for sparing a few moments more than 
you normally would. It always made 
our day when one of our friends or 
profs paid us a compliment on our page, 
and it was still better when we'd over-
hear people that we didn't know talking 
about our page; it didn't matter if they 
were ripping on us or complimenting 
us, so long as they had an opinion. 
In closing, we'd like to say that it's 
been a blast and that we can now look 
forward to more free'time and less 
stress. With freer schedules, we should 
be able to irritate more people in per 
son, drink more and finally perfect our 
bocce skills. Until we meet again, 
farewell. 
• • /14.6%..Z.W.,;..' 
Jim Irving &Dave Senitella 
The creators and writers of 
the Erixia Gordonian 
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Be Sure to catch Jim & Dave on 
KQAL (89,5) Monday 630 
live with Shawn Hayes. 
Q-a0-98 
BROTHERS 
Ride Into Springy 
Mt. Bike Giveaway! 
Brought to you 
by BROTHERS 
and 
Adventure 
Bike and Ski 
•Register to win every Thursday 
•Drawing is Thursday April 30th 
(must be present to win) 
Also Every Thursday 
$4.00 All the Domestic Taps 
You Care to Drink 
$1.00 Rail Mixers 
Quiz 
winners 
from last week are none other 
than cartoon whizzes Bing 
Koch and Angie Harris, both 
of whom are entitled to 
gherkins, as each scaored a 
nine out of ten points 
possible. Congratulations. 
"Always the Best Specials, Always the Most Fun!" 
Calendar 
of events 
Wednesday, April 15th. 
Release of the last Erixia 
Gordonian. You're reading 
it right now. Duh. 
Friday, April 17th. 
First Ave. presents Dr. 
John. Dave will be there 
giving out gherkins to 
anyone who recognizes 
him in his Mardi Gras 
garb. 
Saturday, April 18th. 
Violent Femmes play 
Maxwell Field. This one 
will definitely go down in 
the annuls of Rock's 
greatest moments. 
Monday, April 20th. 
Your Erixia Gordonian 
authors, Jim and Dave, 
will be on the air with 
Sean Hayes on KQAL 
from 6:30-7:00 talking 
about life, love and 
gherkins. Also, today is 
4/20/98, the start of a new 
year, so celebrate; break 
out the plumbing; fetch the 
water; make merry. 
Wednesday, April 22nd. 
Earth Day celebration 
down at the Bandshell at 
Lake Winona. Live music 
from 4-10 p.m. Bands 
include: Schwa, Nautical 
Grin and A Very Large 
Array. No bottles allowed 
at the lake park, but cans 
are definitely welcome. 
Don't forget to bring your 
grills and something to 
burn with your friends. 
Wednesday, April 22nd. 
First Winonan to come out 
all year without an Erixia 
Gordonian. I can't believe 
it's not 	ittr4r. 
Summer in Chicago Child 
care and light housekeeping 
for surburban Chicago fami-
lies. Must be a responsible, 
loving, non-smoking person. 
Call Northfield Nannies 847-
501-5354. 
Having Trouble Finding a Job? 
Express Personnel Service is 
a professional job hunting 
company that will find a job for 
you! ExpreSs currently has a 
variety of openings in and 
around the Winona area. 
Shifts available include 1st, 
2nd, and 3rd. Full or part-time. 
Call or stop by: Express 
Personnel Services Winona 
Mall Annex 457-3311 or 800-
503-8983 Never a Fee! 
E. E.O.C. 
StudentRep--AT&T Authorized 
Agent needs 20 students now! 
No exp, will train, $100-
300/week. PT/FT (800) 592-
2121 ext 118. 
Minnesota Elks Youth Camp 
near Brainerd needs cabin 
counselors, craft specialist, 
water front people, naturalist, 
fishing specialist, music 
leader, camp nurse. June 10-
August 10, good pay eoe 507-
373-6002. 
Have Fun-Raising Funds for 
your Clubs, Teams & Groups. 
Earn up to $500 or more! Put 
our 25 years of fundraising 
experience to work for you. 
Call now for details on FREE 
CE of your choice. 1-800-592-
2121 ext 174. 
EARN $750-$1500/WEEK 
Raise all the money your stu-
dent group needs by sponsor-
ing a VISA fundraiser on your 
campus. No investment & 
very little time needed. 
There's no obligation, so why 
not call for information today. 
1-800-323-8454 ext 95 
EXTRA INCOME FOR '98 
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly 
stuffing envelopes. For details 
- RUSH $1.00 with SASE to: 
GROUP 5 6547 N Academy 
Blvd.Dept N Colorado Springs, 
CO 80918. 
Come aboard Mississippi 
Riverboats this summer! Boat, 
Office & Photo crew needed 
for pasenger vessels in St. 
Paul & Mpls. Full time sea-
sonal positions availabel APR 
thru OCT; variety of hours. 
Start $7.00/hr. Padelford 
Packet Boat Co., Harriet 
Island, St. Paul MN 55107. 
227-1100 or 800-543-3908. 
CRUISE & LAND TOUR 
EMPLOYMENT 	- 	earn 
$2,000/month. Free world 
travel (Europe, Caribbean, 
etc). #1 source! Ring: (919) 
933-1939 ext C239 
ALASKA 	EMPLOYMENT- 
Earn to $3,00+/month in fish-
eries, parks, resorts. Airfare! 
Food/Lodging! No exp. 
required! (919) 933-1939, ext 
A239. 
EASTERN 	EUROPE 
EMPLOYMENT- Teach basic 
conversational English in 
Prague, Budapest & Krakow. 
Competitive wages + benefits. 
Ask us how! (517) 336-0626 
ext K56771 
Free Cash Grants! College. 
Scholarships. Business. 
Medical bills. Never Repay. 
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. 
G-8731 
FREE Report on Five Power 
Secrets of Marketing Yourself. 
Write: Power Secrets Report, 
Box 3658, suite 116, Lacey, 
WA 98509-3658, or Fax: (253) 
565-4407. 
ti the 11tinonan at 457.;; 
